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BIG STRIKE NEAR





Woutd Bring Building in America's
Leading City to a Standstill
For Time.
ORDERED OUT MEN
TO OPPOSE THE STRIKE
\ New York, Jan.. 29.—A strike em-
bracing eeo,000 men and involving
the entire budding industry of New
York is now 'being eagerly aimed at
by the structural steel workers of this
-city. Such a desperate step is neces-
sary, they say, in order to preserve
their waning organization from com-
plete ruin as a result of the strike in
which they 'have been engaged for
the past seven weeks. The delegates
of the. HOuseseniths and Bridgemen's
union, which embraces, the structural
steel workers, prevailed on the Cen-
tral Federateti Union yesterday to
order every labor organization still
'at peace with their employers to
break these peaceful relations and
ally thenivelvas with the strikers. Ifsri
they fail so dk) so, they are to be sus-
pended from this Central Federated
unit*. •
pecide Friday.
Next Fri*-y will decide the fate of
the proposekg*c strike. On that
thy the organneations 'which are at
work are to appear before the Cen-
tral Federated Union and answer
how they are stendirrg—vrhether for
or against the atrike.
Samuel (-rompers, pr-sident of the
American federation of or, is abso
to be appealed tti by structural steel
workers. The structural steel work-
ers have been in hard luck ever since
their leader, Sam Perks, die& In
their present strike, which involiks
the skyscrapers going up all over the
city, they have been nearly over-
whakned, they so y by strike-break-
ers, by non-union men brought here
from other cities.
Sympathetic Strike.
Back of it all is the question of the
'open sop." The delegates of the
structural steel workers warned the
Central Federated Union yesterday
that if they were allowed to go down
in ruin the employers in every other
building trade would force the "open
shop,' on the men, thus involving all
organised labor in one common ruin.
It was in response to that threat that
'the Central Federated union resolved
to summon all its members to stand
by the structural steel workers at all
hazards.
QUALIFIED •
GUARDIAN FOR MILLS CHIL-
DREN QUALIFIED YES-
TERDAY.
P A „Busch Has Conferred Power
of Attorney Onto P W Dar-
gin—Deeds Recorded.
J. Milton Mills qualified in the
county court yesterday as guardian
for John Craig Mills, while George
H. Milts qualified as guardian for
Jame: K. and Edward Mills.
Power of Attorney.
P. A. Busch has conferred powv
of attorney upon P. W. Dargin and
the document to this effect was lodg
ied yesterday with the county clerk.
Notary Public.
Papers were filed with the clerk
stowing W. H. Farley and Kate
Nuttemacher had been commissioned
as a notary public.
Property Sold.
'Brack Owen transferred to Arthur
Futrell for ties, property on Hotel-
:son street. The deed was recorded
with the clerk yesterday.
Kate Nelson bought from Mary
Clayton for $2,000, property on the
h and Fourteenth'. •
north siderleentan Jefferson street be-
tween Thi
J. N. Pryor sold to J. T. Ander-
son for $1,floo, land lying out in the
county.
Several leading citizens of Atlanta
have started a move to celebrate in
looe the cententiary of. the noted
Robert E. Lee.
FACTS HURT , TEN PER CENT. STREET GAR LINE!,
ARNETT, OF COVINGTON, AND ,TRUSTEE Cr' MOSES SCHWAB MONEY FOR THIS liefesS BEEN ' MR. ALBERT SA PPELL STRUCKDRE,WERY, OF LOUIS- 1 WANTS TO *DECLARE .A
DIVIDEND. 
• SET ASIDE BY Cal:
COMPANY. ING STREET. 
WHILE HE WAS CROSS-,VILLE. -
Indulge in Salty Words in Telling of Many Sign Document to Compromise
. solo! e ..:—Dischateges ie-
Other's Towns. ceivcd for Several
Frankfort, Ian. a.—The legislative
house and senate held breif sessions
today.
The principal thing of interest in
the 'house was the stormy debate be-
tween Mr. Drewey, of Louisville, and
Mr. Arnett, of Covington, over tele
alleged election frauds in Louisville.
Mr. Arnett had been interviewed by
the Cincinnati Enquirer and had ex-
pressed himself in caustic terms
about the Louisville contests, upon
several cononittees• of which he was
a mend:per. lie said the evidence
showed that no electron had been
held in Louisville and that he could
not stand for such fraud, even when
perpetrated by Democrats.
Iarewey in reply recited ad the bit-
terness of the fusion campaign .and
'handled fusion leaders without
gloves. He said in his twenty years
of political experience he had been
taught to believe Covington and Ken-
ton county the home of the political
corruption and roasted Dick Ernst,
charging a deal in the last election
there. lie defended the Louisville
Democrats whom he said had to fight
for exietance against "12,000 saddle
colored coon," and s000 renegade
Democrats, he naming Owens. Duke,
ailtallen and others and referring to
tact that W. 0. Bradley, E. T. Wil-
son and other Republicans would
have nothing to do with the fusion
movement. M. M. Redwine, of
Elliott county, made a plea for Mir-
ninny.
The committee on appropriations
today decided to report Head's bill
No. IQi to raising the salary of the
secretary to the governor to $2,soo
favorably, but with an amendment
reducing the salary to $1,800. It is
now Stoop.
A few unimportant bills were
passed.
The house refused to adjourn in
honor of Goebel until the day set
foe memorial exercises next Tuesday.
FIRE PRESIDENT
SOMEONE TO BE NAMED TO
SUCCEED MR EDWARD
ASHBROOK.
Mr. Everett. of St. Louis Looking
Over Field Regarding City's
Electrician Job.
This afternoon at the office of Mr.
Eli G. Boone, the fire insurance man
of Broadway near Fours* there will
be held a meeting of the local agent
enderwriting association, for the pur-
pose of electing a new president, to
take the place of Mr. Edward Ask-
brook, who will resign, because be
shortly leaver* for Nevada and Cali-
fornia to_take up residence. Mr.
Ashbrooir has been president for a
number of years and from the list
of agents here his sticcesvor will be
named to fill out the nine months of
the unexpired term, at the ens, of
which period the party to serve for
the full year will be named.
City Electrician.
MT. William J. Giladorf goel, to
Louisville tonight at too o'clock to
tomorrow report for duty as electrical
inspector and ratteemaker for , the
Kentucky Board • of - Fire Under-
writers.
Mr.' Everette of St. Louie, arrived
here Sunday and 4_5611 in the city
looking over the toa'ates ligois an
expert electrician and if satisfied with
Paducah, wile tnialee application for
the position of city electrician which
Mr. Gitedorf vacates to take the
Louisville place. Pending selection
of a eoccesoor to Gilerkerf the duties
of the office will not be looked after
by anomie. If the office is to be
continued, itiowei, a successor will
be chwisen right Akio.
The office of city electrician was
inaugurated at instance of An_ fire
in sot-ante *gent 9,.. who find that con-
flagration!, can be reduced to a mini-
mum, as many start from defective
wiring. There ,has been some talk of
diecoterinoing the .position, on ac-
rount of Gillsellorf aboot finishing
soectina all wires, but the agents and




HIT BY CAR LEATHER WORKERS
NO UNION MEN GO TO WORK
FOR TWae FIRMS
OF THE CITY,
M. Bleecker Says Only Thine in the etr. Orree T.attle Sordee laeoeesea n,!1';'1 'Jot to reeeoe_Wee/ Is New isaeol
. _ - . eeeto tne ked-Creel: Bridge. Injured Last Month. kopf and Starks-Ullman Plants.
Yesterday Trustee :Boyd,  of the
Moses Schwab bankreptcy proceed-
ing, filed a report with Referee Bag
by, of the bankruptcy court, asking
that a otteseper cent. dividend be de-
clared in the case. The referee set
February loth as the time for de-
claring the dividend, unless it is
shows it should not be. As yet the
proof has not been put in and' there
taken up the question of compelling
Schwab's wife to • be forted into
bankruptcy.
Hessig Compromise.
About four-fifths of the creditors
of the Dr. H. T. Hessig estate have
signed agreements binding themselves
to compromise at twenty-five cents
on the at the claints they have
against Dr. Hessig. If two-thirds
of them agree to this it means the
creditors will be paid that sum and
the proceedings withdrawn.
Bankrupt Discharges.
Clerk John Puryeae yesterday re-
ceived discharges in bankruptcy for
Diltz Hokon, of Murray, and Geo.
Gray and Philip Gwinn; of this city.
$226,000 VALUE
THIS IS WHAT STONE & WEB-
STER WANT TO GIVE
IN.
Supervisors for the City Yesterday
Received the Last of the Com-
plaints—Closing Work.
The city board of supervisors in
their work have reached the questioa
of assessing the property of th
Stone dr Webster people, which iq
eludes the traction company, elect "
tight and power company, gas; cola
pany and the steam beating plea
The Boston capitalists gave abo
Poc000 for the properties, and wan,
to give it in for assessment at aza6.•
000, which is azo.000 more than it wit
assessed at for last year's Inicipal
taxes. 
Last week the supervis
-
ors asked
General Manager Jahn Bleecker of
the combined cotnpaniee. for a state-
ment showing the value of the prop-
erties. Instead of doing tins the
company submitted a list of what
they thought was a fair and equitable
assessment for tax porpoees, and it
amounted en the $226,000 mentioned.
In asking that the valuation be placed
at that, which is not 33 1-3 per cent.,
of the value of the companies, the
owners say that the tracks of the
car line are not worth anything and
should not be assessed, as they will
'have to be torn up and, replaced with
new rails and ties. As to the ma-
chinery at the powerhouse on North
Second streets, they soy the mechan-
ism there also is of a very inferior
nature and will 'have to be thrown
into the scrap pile and new outfit
installed
The supervisors yesterday did not
take up the communication from. the
concern*, because it did not come in
Until the afternoon, and they had al-
ready before them business which
kept 'the members' constantly engaged
until o'clock, their hour for ad-
journment. They will probably take
up the matter this morning, and one
of them yesterday said it would not
be surprising if they did not raise the
assessment "out of sight" as com-
pared with the figure the general
manager wanted thern to place it at.
Yesterday the supervisors re-
ceived the last of the 'cznplaints, as
none whose property Itairbe.en raised
will he received and protest heard
against the increase. The board is
now at work counting op the total
astresements and it will take until the
last of this week for them to finish
the tedious and mammoth undertak-
ing. After they complete their work.
they tine their 'books over to the
legislative 'board, which then fix the
rate of taxation for this year.
Thomas Higoins, a noted Irish na-
tionalist, who had an errviafble politi-
c-ill record, was found dead in bed at
T,uam Fraley. Heart failure. was the
came of this death. Just the day be-
fore he had again won his seat in the
English parliament.
It is easier for the .average man to
beep a dairy than a diary.
S
If a new bridge is constructed
across Island Creek where the Fourth
"erect structure now stands, there is
no doubt now 'but what the traction
company will extend over into
Miechanicsibug its street car system,
in order to give ample accommoda-
tion to the people of that thriving
and rapidly growing suburb. Along
this line General Manager John
Bleecker of the company last evening
stared that his concern had already
set aside money for this especial ex-
tension purpose, and they would run
the lines over into that district just
whenever a new bridge could be
built, strong :enough to withstand
the great weight of the cars that are
entirely too heavy for the present
frail( anti delapidated structure.
In speaking of their probable route
MT. Bleecker stated that Meyers
Street was entirely too narrow for
the extertsion'to be run up same, and
then also it is the thoroughfare
closest the river, while their object is
to centratly locate the new division
so as to make it run through the
center of Mechanicaburg, as much as
' (Continued on page five.)
COMPROMISED
SOUTHERN MUTUAL INVEST-
MENT CO PAYS MR
NICHOLSON $150
A Continuance Was Granted in the
Action of E R. Miller Against
C. V. Esell.
•
Yesterday in the circuit court the
sustained the demurrer of cle-
ndant to plaintiff's, petition in tbe
suit of J. F. Nicholson *gait*/ the
Southern Mutual Investinillibilu. us.
puny. Plaintiff was then given leave
to amend his petition. Nicholson
uas formerly agent here for the corn
pany, and when he resigned they
owed him money. He collected some
of the company's money and refused
to turn it in because Ibex would not
Pay him his just debt owed by them.
They bad him airested ou„tbe charge
of embezzlement for kerieetog the
money, but he quickly cattle clear.
sued for the amount they owed him.
won, and now sues the company for
alleged false and malicious arrest on
the embezzlement matter.
Now the plaintiff has amended his
petition and will offer the docurneot
this morning. The case will then be
passed, as yesterday the investtoent
company agreed to compromise the
matter by paying Mr. Nicholson
atso and paying all the costs cone
nected with the actions. Mr. Nich-
olson agrees to this and today the
money will be paid over. This is a
complete vindication ofeMr. Nichol-
son, as by compromising the com-
pany virtually acknowledges they
had no cause to effect his arrest for
embezzlement. When they had him
arrested they went Up against a
"buzz saw," as he piled litigation up
against them in numerous instances
and won in every instance, his law-
yers being Oliver & Olarcr, while
Campbell St Campbell represented
the losing side. •
There was transferred back to the
equity side of the docket the suit of
Samuel G. Givens against Minnie
Gridley.
A continuance until the next term
of court was granted in the action
of ,Ed R. Miller against C. V. Ezr
ell. Plaintiff is the tobacco inspec-
tor for here and Mayfield and sue
Ezell of that city for the value of
some reclamations.
The lawyers were allowed aso from
the suit of C. Harrell against W.
F. Poe.
Lucien B. Durrett and. A. J.
Earles were excused from the jury
and W. T. McCutcheort and Her-
man Wallerstein substituted.
'Oader One Case.
There is only one case set for to-
day by the judge, it being that of J.
R: Cheatham against H. P. Haw-
kins. Plaintiff claims defendant
owes him motley but refuses to pay
it. The parties to the action are
now working on a compromise of
the matter.
Tomorrow there comes op the big




1Yesterday afternoon shortly be-
fore 6 o'clock Mr. Albert Sappeli,'
the confectioner of Broadway be- I
tween Fifth and Sixth streets, had a
narrow escape from serious injury
while crossing the , street at Fifth
and Broadway. He was struck by
a passing car and thrown to the '
pavement, but no bones broken.
At the time he was preparing to
cross the thoroughfare, and noticing'
an approaching bicycle, was watch-
ing it to prevent being run down. I
While looking in that direction he
continued trudging towards the cen-
ter of the street, when from the oth-
er direction came the car and struck
'him just as he stepped upon the
track. He was knocked to the
ground with great force. Officer •
William Johnson was standing at the
corner and rushing out, picked up
the man, who was taken to his cam-
fee tn o ret ry oppoteit e Tlhe Register.
There Lar. Jeff Robertson attended'
him an found no broken boses, but
severe 'body, bruises sustained.
Young Man Came Home.
Johnnie Little, the te-yeer-old son
of Mr. Win. Little, arrived here on
Sunday, where 'he has bees confined
since being injured by the passenger
trais there last month. He comes
back minus his leg above the knee.
Young Little was boarding a train
at the junction just outside of Cairo,
but the coaches had not stopped mov
ing, he being .en route here. . He
swung on the moving train and got
"ilia foot caught puder the whee),
which so painfully mangled 1E4
crushed same the limb had to be[taken off at the knee in the Cairo.intiemary where he has been since'the ivisbap. be jg able to lite-up and
!around at his isOitii— oit — Harrisonstreet near Tenth, but not put uponIN* streets
I
I Invitations to the ataktiage .olfViet Reasesek- -mowLongworth 'have been issued by the
president and Mrs. Roosevelt
WANT0,25 CENTS
FINIS HUNTER, COLORED
HAD TO BE LOCKED UP
BY POLICE,
Ben Boyd, Colored, Charged With
Running Disorderly Dance—
Two Fine Maps of Detectives.
Fin h Hunter, colored, was arrested
yesterday morning and locked up by
Officers Cross and Terrell on the
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
'He worked as rouetaboot on the
eteemer Joe Fowler, and yesterday
morning the captain fired him.
Hunter got druok and went back to
the craft to raise a racket, claiming
they owed bird twenty-five cents they
would not pay. He woe taken away
by the officer. who carried 'him So the
hall, where he was released on
prontising to go home and not worry
tlie steamfboatman. To the Oontrary,
on being released, he went direct back
to the boat and started trouble again.
He was then locked up.
Negress Arrested.
Lou 'Chambers, colored, was ar-
rested on the charge of engaging in
a fight with Will Henderson out
about Hosbande street. Officers
Hurley and Sea:mon arrested her.
Boyd Warranted.
Ben Boyd, colored, was warranted
yesterday on the charge of running a
disorderly dance in the yard, or court
beside the Henry ("Tallman grocery
on North Tenth near Boyd streets.
The case comes up before the police
°met today.
Two Fine Maps.
Detectives Moore and Baker have
two fine maps bung in their office at
the City 'Hag, one being a map of the
world they procured' from the public
department at Washington, D. C..
while the other is a map of Paducah,
showing the biocide of the town.
Both are eery valuable In the detec-
tive work, and' also for reference by
the general public. The map of the
world is one of the beat ever seen,
giving pieces of a F01111214 pdpulation
as rod people everywhere.
This morning not a union man will
go to work at the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company, or the Starks-Ullenen
Saddlery company, pursuant to the
orders of the Leatherworks' union
Which reached that decision during
their special session last Saturday
evening at 6o/clock, this giving all of
yesterday for the committee to see
if they could get these two houses to
sign the union agreement. The order
for the union man to quit these
places, affects only seven men.
The first of this month there ex-
pired. the yearly contract the leather-
worker's union had with Micheal
Bros., of Ceconell and Broadway, and
the Padkrcah Saddle company of
Fourth and Jefferson streets, wherein
these establishments agreed to em.. 
ployonly union men at certain prices.
The other two houses, E. Rehkopf,
and the Starke-Unman, have main-
taised what is known as "open
shops." By this they do not bind
thetnoelves to employ union men
only, but tare unionists of noneuoion
ists, just to suit themselves, umerna
tahgrereee.ing 
to let their members, work
Now though since the binding
agreements with Micheal, and The
Padotsceb Saddle company have ex-
pired, these two firms renewed their
signature to same for another twelve
months. It had been reported that
the Paducah. Saddle company had not
signed again, but this is an error, so
declare, tlwi firm and union, -
man as "open shops" and will not
recliontWiztehelzu,ettwn ,hasa:
frjeCi. gtarles-GtUltlo-
Tet tifitön men work there, according
to the derision Saturday night. Yes-
terday a committee tried to get these
firm to sign the agreement., but be-
ing refused ,ordered their men %Rs
quit , and when they finished
their•days labor at 5 o'clock last
eye* , tile? epped out for good.
gr. ,gici of
left .hent•:Sunday at noon for Cincin-
nati to 'help the union leatherworikers
there in the strike they have on at
the Perkins,-Camobal leatherworking
plant which employed about to men.
WAR COSTS $5115,000,000.
Tolcio, Jan. a.—An official report
subaritted to the diet shows that the
actual outlay for the war from the
beginning of hostilities to their end
in September last was for the army
$495,000,000 and for the navy aoo,000,-
coo, a total of asSocrece000
BOTH HELD OVER
C. 0. DECKER AND H. M. NEW-
PORT BROUGHT HERE
FROM MURRAY.
Waived Examination and Were Held
to United Suites Grand Jury on
Serious Charge.
Last evening Postoffice Inspector
E. H,. Kline of Alabama, arrived here
from Murray, Ky., with H. M. New-
port and C. 0. Decker, of that city,
who are charged with dealing in
gree goods through the United States
mail. The inspector arranged the ac-
cused before United States Commis-
sioner Armour Gardner of this city,
where the young men waived exam-
ination, and were held to the federal
court grand jury in th sum of Sea°
each. Newport immediately- executed
bond with, C. H. Skaggs as his
surety, while Decker will do so today.
The inspector claims they have
been teeing. the mile for illegal pur-
poses down in Alabama and Sunday
ordered their arrest by wire. The
Murray authorities took them, in
charge an() they were guarded at the
hotel there moil yesterday, when Mr.
Kline reached Murray, and then
brought the men on here last night.
Decker travels for the Richey Por-
trait company of Chicago and has
teen doing business in Alabama. He
married Miss Willie Hokonth,
daughter of Commission Merchant
J. T. H•olcomb, of Miorray, several
years ago, having met her while
treveling for a picture enlarging
house. Newport is a Calloway county
Tama and hearken:associated' on busi-
ness with Decker.' Both come of ex-
cellent • families and have 'many













Mr. M. J. Fanning Delivered Three
of the Most Brilliant Addresses
Ever Heard Here.
The gifted orator, Mr. M. J.
Fanning, spoke three times, morning,
afternoon and evening, Sunday, in
the Broadway Methodist church.
There were splendid audiences both
in the morning and afternoon, but in
the evening the church was packed.
• These three addresses were a fine
illustration of what might be called
accelerated oratory. The lecture, or
rather sermon in the morning, as he
took a text, was a remarkably able
effort. The speaker read a selection
from the twenty-second 'chapter of
Matthew, taking for his text the
words: "Render unto Caesor the
things that are Caesar's, but give
unto God the things that are God's.'
He asserted it was the duty of every
professing Christian to oppose every-
thing .that 'hindered the advancement
of God's kingdom on earth and that
affected the welfare of our country.
The licensed saloon is tire greatest
foe of the Christian church on earth.
This is the testimony of the noted
Hugh Price Hughes, of England, as
the result of the experience of years
'of labor in the slums of London; of
the eminent Cardinal Mooning, after
a most careful study of the subject,
and in fact of nearly all svho have
ever been engaged in much active
reformatory or philanthropic work.
Therefore, the licensing of the sale
of intoxicating liquors as a beverage
should be opposed by the entire unit-
ed body of the Church of Christ; but
the church should not be held ac-
countable for.the misdeeds of its in-
dividual members.
At the afternoon meeting, which
was for men only, the moral and
economic phases bf the subject were
presented and every factor that tends
to aid in the perpetuity of the saloon
s.as considered. The speaker core-
demned the notion that the laws of
supply and demand counterbalance
each other. The supply creates the
demand. This is confirmed by the
history of modern invention's; other-
wise hand labor would never have
been supplemented by machinery.
While the man who is a thinker
could have followed him to the close
in his logical analysis of the subject,
he had a reserve fund of anecdotes
ready for those of the auditonce who
must be amused to be entertained.
His power of mimicry combined
with 'his rich Irish brogue, when he
chooses, to assume it, make_lis points
irmistable, yet through it all he
leer allows one to lose the solemn
ity of individual .responsibility.
The possibilities of oratory were
revealed at the evening lecture.
There was a magnificant audience
composed of all classes of Paducah',
citizen fro those "Who are paid
wages," per Fanning, to those "who
received salaries and perquisites."
Nearly every business and profession
was represented, and rich was the
it ward.
In this lecture he dealt with the
financial features involved in the
Novae business, giving special prom-
inence to the question of capital and
labor. No capitalist or laboring
man who heard the address will soon
forget it. As to which is the friend
of labor, the liquor traffic, so far as
statistics from the internal revenue
service are of value, as presented by
Mir. Fanning and he urged all doubt
ers to investigate for themselves,
there is but one. conclusion and that
not in favor of the liquor business.
It was an address so faultless in
style, so fraught with brilliant flashes
of wit, so dignified in its presenta-
- time so lofty in purpose, appealing
so earnestly to the higher nature
that it will stand out as one of the
few great speeches to be heard in a
lifetime.
Mr. Fanning's yoke is a marvel
of excellence, wonderfully pure and
free from discordant notes, even in
his most impassioned flights. If he
had chosen the stage he would have
been named with Jefferson and Ed-
win Booth in the dramatic world.
If he had not relinquished the law
he would have been classed with
Webster, Clay and Abraham Lin-
coln, but it may well be believed that
by all who heard him in Paducah,
*hether in sympathy with the cause
be represents or not, 'he will ever be
remembered ag;l'one who loves his
fellow-men.".
The excellent music in connection
with these services contributed much
to their sucoess. The Methodist
choir rendered several beautiful se-
lections. To announce that Dears
band was (heard covers the ground.
'Pile words are synonantous with "a
rare treat," while special mention
shouki be made of the solo by Miss
Da Hart given with such artistic
finish.
Claim Notice.
parties holding Claims against
-the estate Of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
•they will be barred, according cto law.
XMAS. T. GRAHAM, Adnfr.
NOTMUCH SHIFTING
EIGHTH GRADE DIVISION IS
PLACED IN THE AUDI-
TORIUM.
Miss Lizzie Singleton Resumed
Teaching Yesterday, While Mrs.
Stuart Starts Today.
Things were quite lively around
the school buidings yesterday morn-
ing, when the last half of this term
was entered in upon by the scholars.
Those promoted from one grade to
another catered the new rooms, while
the general shifting about occurred
everywhere,. Supt. Lieb stated, how
ever, that be did not find need to
create any new rooms, as the promo-
tions from one grade to another
seemed about equitable and none of
the rooms were crowded beyond ca-
pacity, they being able to accommo-
dats those promoted into same, be-
cause about an equal number were
taken out and sent to the next high-
er class.
The only change made necessary
was to take the A eighth grade from
the regular eighth grade room and
place it in the big auditorium, 'be-
cause the promotions into that divis
ion of the grade made the number
too large to be cared for in the reg-
ular room. Counting those promot-
ed into the division there are 63
scholars in. At recitation time 32
of these are sent to the recitation
romrs while when they finis#h the re-
maining 31 pass over into the recita-
tion room and do likewise. This A
eighth grade is the sub-freshman
class organized and inaugurated.
In all of the other rooms things
seem to be pretty well equalized and
there was 'no need for any changes.
Many New Ones Enter.
Supt. Lieb entered about fifty new
students in the schools yesterday,
three of whom went into the high
school. The largest number of the
new students entered the first grade.
being chikleen not old enough to
start into studies the first of the
term and who waited until the be-
ginning of the last half, having by
that time attained their school ma-
jority. The new entries were scat-
tered into all the rooms.
Resumed Work.
Miss Lizzie Singleton resumed her
room yesterday morning and is now
instructing the scholars, it being the
fifth grade at the Lee building. Her
room has been presided over by
many educators during her two
months' il;ness, but the one in charge
last week was Miss Mary Young, ofe
Graharovilie, who came in to assist
the city schools, there being no reg-
ular substitute to take Miss Single-
ton's place.
Mrs. Kate Stuart did not take
charge yesterday of the B first grade,
hut will today. Slhe was elected to
take the place of Miss Clara Ander-
son, who on account of her bad
health, resigned last week and has
gorse to St. Louis for the balance
of the year. Miss Blanche Mooney
instructed the pupils, while today
Mrs. Stuart will commence 'her work
she spending yesterday visiting at
the different rooms •
ONE FINED
GROSSHART WAS TOUCHED
UP AND DOOLIN DIS-
MISSED
Mrs Charles Aver itt Charged With
Conducting a Disorderly House
Here—Police Court.
RIMOMOMPIP ; 1,1% 17.3.
In the police court yesterday morn
nig there was assessed' a fine of $3
against Charles Grosehort for fight-
ing James Doolin, while the warrant
against the latter was dismissed. '
'Arthur Wade and Rosa Skelton,
coloeekl, were given contimtances un-
tii next Monday of the case charg-
ing them with fighting on titroadway
in front of the Columbia building
last week.
Pearl Plant was fined $to for en-
gaging in a breach of the peace.
A fine of $to was assessed against
Viallace Hobbs for a breach of the
peace.
Leonora Jones was fined $10 and
costa for being drunk and disorderly.
Fines of $1 were assessed against
Charles Hagerty and Everett Nelins
for being drunk.
Mrs. Charles Averitt, of down
about Red Row. was charged with
running a disorderly house, but did
not appear for trial, and the judge,
thinking her non-appeararree was an
acknowledgement of the charge,
fined her $25. About this time ghe
came into court and showed she
could not get down on 'time. The
:Judge then set aside the judgment
assessed, and will hear the case this
morning.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages 'of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good dharacter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and •write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Miss Pym from
the West
By AMY F. CACKETT
(Copyright, zpo5, by Joseph B. Bowl...)
It was quite by chance that Miss
Norah Illhagton Pym found a place in
our quiet boarding house; and to us
it was a subject for constant -wonder
that she remained where things gen-
erally were so "slow."
The first night, arrayed in splendor,
she looked around the room in amaze-
ment and pity, and then beguiled us
with stories of the style people in our
station kept up in tie west.
On the second night three of our
ladies turned in the necks of their
blouses and wore lace. By the end ef
the week our ladies all appeared 1ln
evening blouses, our hostess introduced
menus and entrees at dinner, and the
kitchen girl was pressed into cap and
frills and brought up to help in the
waiting.
Our ladies made still further efforts
to reach her level by wearing all thel:.
jewelry and making a show of every-
thing they possessed.
One afternoon, after an interview in
our hostess' private room, a suave,
polite stranger was ushered into our
midst and introduced as a new boarder.
Within an hour he had won all
hearts except that of Miss Pym. She
looked on in silent scorn while he
waited on the ladies with ingratiating
smiles.
As soon as he was safely out of hear-
ing quite a chorus of voices said:
"What a charming man!"
Miss Pym fidgeted for a moment
and then suddenly jumped to her feet
"I reckon," she said, nodding her head
"we know a thing or two in the west.
If a man comes fooling around. bowing
and scraping, where the womenkinci
aren't young and gdod-looking. we pm
a double lock on our jewel cases and
tell the police to keep their eyes on
him."
"Good gracious! You don't mean tc
suggest that Mr. Compton---"
"Never you mind." -broke in Mism




am all right. But yoat watch Mr
Compton isn't real interested mf
to-night when I wear my dtamOnds."
•
Mr. Compton appeared to see Mist
Pym for the first time when she en-
tered the room for dinner, her dia
monds scintillating in the gaslight
But frora that moment he had eyes fof
little else, at'd she looked around at us
with a smile of knowing triumph.
The iron entered into_our souls and
we watched him narrowly. Hour by
hour and day by day our suspicions
were fed by small events. to which out
attention was called by Miss Pym, un•
til, at the end of a week, our views haft
become quite definite and decided.
During . the whole of this time Mr
Compton paid her very close attention:
in fart, she could scarcely move but
he was bellied her. This, ea she point
ed out, was owing to the fact that she
wore rather mere jewels than the oih•
er ladies, and he was only waiting the
opportunity she never gave him in or-
der to appropriate them.
One afternoon Miss Pym came into
the drawing-room quietly but hastily,
with a look of triumph in her eyes.
"Major Belshun." she said, excited-
ly, "Mr. Compton has broken open the
wardrobe in my room and is now
rifling its contents. Come and see!"
The ladies gave a little scream and
huddled together at this startling
statement.
"Hush!" she said, "you will spoil it
all if you make a noise. You keep
quiet here and nobody will hurt you,
while the major and I creep up and
lock the door, on the thief. There are
two doors to that room, major, and I
want you to lock one at the same mo-
ment that I lock the other."
As usual. Miss Pym's nerve and con-
fidence carried complete conviction.
So. leaving the ladies quiet hut thor-
oughly frightened, we crept softly up-
stairs to carry out her idea and catch
our man red-handed.
Following her pointing finger, I saw
In 11 mirror which hung on the landing
a leidlection of a door slightly -open,
and in the room beyond. Mr. Compton,
very busy with the contents of the
drawers of the wardrobe.
In a moment Miss Pym reached the
other door, and simultaneottely we
slammed them and turned the keys. It
did not seem strange to me then that
both keys should be on the outside.
As tbe keys clicked there was a
shout of rage from Mr. Compton.
"You stay here and guard the door,
major," said Miss Pym. "while I run
for thg poItlos. I shall go quicker than
you," flail she went as hard as she
could, while the man inside began to
bang on the'door and demand his
freedom.
"Do you hear? Is anyone there?"
he cried. "Let me out at once."
"Oh, yes! I am here," I replied.
"And you are there, and there you
are going to stay until the police
come."
"For Heaven's isaite don't be a fool,
man. I can soon prove to you that it
is all right. Let me out quickly.
Such a lot depends on every moment."
"I can quite beliewe that," I an-
swered, with a knowing smile. "Eery
moment brings the pollee nearer."
"The police won't come, you idiot!"
he shouted.
"You must have a little patience,"
I answered, sardonically.
"I tell you, man, they will never get
here, unless you send a servant ter
them. For goodness' sake, send some
one. I am a detective. They wig
know me."
"I can quite believe your last re-
mark," I chuckled, "but I am not go-
ing to move from this door even to
send for more police."
He then offered to push his creden-
tials under the door for me to read.
but I assured him that I was no judge
of forged documents.
Something like a groan came back
in reply, and I concluded that my man
had given up hope of escape.
After awhile It struck me that Mies
Pynt had been a long time away, and
on referring to my watch I found that
almost half an hour had elapsed.
Quietly slipping downstairs, I dis-
covered the servants huddled together
in the kitchen. One of them went
forth with instructions to hasten back
with the first policeman she could find,
and returned to my station at the
door.
In a few minutes I heard the wel-
come heavy steps, and two. policemen
(the maid did not believe in the ef-
ficacy of one) hastily presented them-
selves and prepared for a rush from
the room as I opened the door.
But the rush did not come; and we
entered to find Mr. Compton calmly
brushing the dust off his clothes.
A word from him immediately gave
rise to a look of surprise on the po-
licemen's faces, and after listening to
some hurried instructions they quickly
retired from the room, leaving Mr.
Compton and myself alone.
"As for you. Major Belshun." he eId.
turning to where I stood in amaze-
ment, "I am half inclined to ha' you
arrested for aiding the escape of a
criminal. You have done that pretty
effectually," he went on, looking /at
his watch. "She has had almost' an
hour's start."
"Good heavens!" I exclaimet "you
don't mean to tell me—"
"I mean," he interrupted,. "that I am
Detective Norton, and ,that I have
been staying at this hottse for the sole
purpose of watching Miss Pym. Lhafor-
tunateiy she must, apparently, have
identified rue, beet she was very care-
ful to keep the knowledge to herself.
This afternoge I saw her fast asleep
in the dining-room, and availed myself
of the opportunity of searchit,g her
room. /the little evidence that I have
gatheyed here would be eittlic!,nt for
my purpose. But now, owing to your
el rnay interference and her clever-
ess, she has slipped off. There is
only one thing to be thankful for, and
that is that she hasn't taken tnythirg
with her this time."
"Are you sure of that?" I groaned.
"Quite," he answered; "the' ladies
had all their jewelry on laet night.
and I know Miss Pym has eot been
near any of their rooms to-day."
"You had better come down and see
them." ,I said, helplessly.
He hastily explained to them how
matters stood. -13nt they were at first
too frightened to understand.
"Now." he finished up, "I hope,
ladles, you all have your jewc:ry and
, money safe."
"Oh, yes!" said Miss Mole 'worthy.
timidly; "we gave it all to W es Pym
last night to lock up in her little safe."
Almost before she had finished
speaking. Mr. Norton was-up the stairs
and I followed quickly behind him'.
When I entered Miss Pyne's room he
was standing with the door of the safe
open—and it was prnstleally empty.
I am I regret to say, quite con-
vinced of the cleverness of Miss Norah
illington Pym, for she In still at large.
YE HTINTIMA N.
Now doth ye cities huntsman
Take "hunting :teens." outs
And with a brand-new "outfitter
He goeth forth to scout.
And seeke ye beast.. ferocious
That haunt ye woodes about*.
He seeks with zest ye rabbit, —
And eke ye doe and buck*, .
But presently he shooteth %.•
Ye farmer's gentle duck*, • -
And an he payeth for itte,
He darneth of hys lucks!
Anon he tries another,
Yclept yS "stifle-hunt" plan,
And snetketh tkrough ye forest
Ae softly as he can,
And muddenly he baggeth
A costly hired snan.
Mark well ye elite huntsman!
Rye gunne he keeps atte cooke.
But when a hate be seeth
His knees together knock.--
And finally his guide doth kills
Ye rabbit with a rocket
Beware of ye same huntsman,
And walk behind bye' netts,
The which of his vicinity
Is the mosto fearsome spot t.—
For there is where by. comrade
Most frequently gets shottee'
7 Meanwhile', observe ye Nimrod—
He stoppetb for to buy
A goodly bag of beasitter.
And personally doth lie
Unto his trusting wyfe. who





THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MA.T(7.11
FOR THE srALL SUAI OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLU-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY if/se PER SINGLE ROLL.,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, rsc, sea
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES(
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAIN*
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE C(1,
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS,, WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING% ROOM MOULDING, P/CTURIC FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES- AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
IIIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
CC. 1...M3
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDG WHIT'rEMORE,
The wife of a well-known author has
a fad for collecting trees. Pitting sort
of pastime for as eaters's's wife to pur-
sue- .Coal comes high.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUC.AH REAL EST/07x. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM MO
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 111EV.ZERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FMB TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
VIDG • Rw. WilliTTEMOILL. Psthe.sobess au.
....The Largest Fortunelm
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We pay four








30 SOUTH THIRDIST*, PADUCAH. Kls
MUTH., EFIN6ER & CO.
ARMORIPI,





Neosho t, e and 3 Register Hula
in& 523 7-2 Brow/way.





IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THU
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
• et. •. Poe s .0* * • t • ,




MRS. ED P. NOBLE HAS
THEM. Tf:IsMEET WITH
HER.
Bans Published of Miss Butze and
Frank Burrows—Harris-Kahn
Wedding Occurs Feb. 8th.
The Charity club will meet tomor-
row morning at 10:30 o'clock at The
Palmer with Mrs. Ed P. Noble for
the purpose of considering important
business before them
Card Parties.
Mrs. W. B. MicPherson of Foun-
tain avenue will .Wedlesday and the
next day entertain at cards at her
rcsielence.
The 500 Club.
Mrs. William F. Bradshaw, Jr., of
West Broadway will this afternoon
entertain The 500 club.
American Composers.
American composers a ilb be con-
sidered tomorrow afternoon at the
meeting of the billatinee Musicale clubin she Eagle quarters on Sixth andBroadway. Mrs. John W. Little andMiss Virginia Newell are the leaders.
-The programme for the afternoon is
es follows:
Musical Events—Mass John W.
Little, leader.
"Concerning Music in America"—
ss Newell
Batboy, ( En gl ish 1786) —"The
Bloom is on the Rye."—,Mare. DennisMocquot, Mrs. George B. Hart, MissAnna Bradshaw andl Mrs. JamesWeille.
a. Koevessy, (1867)—"I Know Not
Why." b. Bartlett, (American, r846)
—"The Wind Is Awake"—Mks.
David T. Lewis.
Wolff. ( Germany. t8161.---Fautasia
—Mies. George B. ;Hatt.
Shelley, (American, 1858)—"Love's
Sorrow"—Mir. Edward Paxton.
Grieg, (Norway, 1143)—Sonata" in
E. Minor—Mr. Harry Gilbert.
a. Pratt, (American, 1847)—"Slu
Said Auf Wit-detach/a." b. Selected—Mrs. Jas. Weille. '
Bans Published.
Sundry morning at St. France. de
Sales there was ptiblisbed the wed-
ding bans of Miss Roy Butze andMr. Frank Burrows of this city. The
exact date for the nuptials is aboutthe 15th of next month, but it hasnot been fully decided on. It willoccur at the parsonage of the church,
Rev. Father Jansen officiating.
The charming and dainty youngbride is a very sweet and popularsyoung lady .who has made warmfriends of alb since coming here sev-eral years ago from Golconda,
and taking up her horse with hersister, Mrs. Henry Smith of Meyersltreet.
-Mr. Burrows for the past five yearshas been connected in a responsible
capacity with the 'hipping depart-ment of the H. Weil & Sons whole-sale whiskey establishment of NorthSecond street near Broadway.. Heis a thorough and energetic youngbusiness man highly esteemed by allwho find in him a congenial andsociable young man. He is the softof Mir. Hugh Burrows of the Rudy,Phi9ips & Co., shoe department.
Smithland Wedding.
Miss Josephine Preenell and Mc.Oliver C. I-asher will tomorrowevening at 8:30 o'clock be marriedin the Methodist church at Stnithland.
Harris-Kahn.
Yesterday morning there was is-suedi invitations to the many friendsof Nfe. and Mks. L. Harris of NorthFifth street, for the reception theywill tend& from 4 until 6 o'clock theafternoon of February 8th. at theirborne, compbinientary to their daugh-ter Min Lena. -who will be united inmerriage at 3:3o o'clock in the after-noon to Mr. Eugene Kahn. Thereremony will he officiated over byRev. Lovitch of Temple !weal, andwill be a quiet berme affair, with noone present except the family andimmediate friends. Following thenuptials the reception will be held forthe nem), ' At 6:to o'clockthat evening the newly married pairwill -leave for their bridal tourthrough the South, returning in aboutten days or two weekts to take uptheir residence here.
The betrothal of this well knowncouple was published point- weekssince, and now February StIt has beenchosen as the date for the nuptials.There vril1 .be no attendants for themarriage.
•••••••11.11.med•
Delightful Affair.
"The Passion Play" by moving. pictures was presented last eveningat Trimble street Methodist church ,by Professor M. T. Briggs and son,
and it SiM the soure-, of much delightto the large concoerse that throngedthe ,building to witness the enter-tainment.
Delphic Club.
Last evening the members of theDelphic club entertained with recep-tion at the Carnegie library on Ninthand Broadway where their assemblyquarters are maintained, and thegathering was one of newh charm,the literary ladies treating theirguests with an evening of much joylind knitting delight. During the even.lag Many informal talks were made. •
•
WAYS OF CHARITY.
The millionaire stood at the foot otthe throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man."Pretty well, I thank you," the mil-lionaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes—I thank sou."
"Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire quicklyraising his head. "Oh, no, I have natany appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind thethrone grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor'asked the poor man.
"Yee, yes," asid the millionaire, ea-gerly. "I subscribed 56,000 to—"
"Did you miss it?" asked the poornum."
"If you wouldn't mind asking one ofmy secretaries," the millionaire wentcm,ignoring the last question. "Any ofthem would tell you--"
"Did you ever give away anythingyourself, with your own naiad, whir yourheart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.He looked about him for a chance to es-cape.
"I did once," he said, in a law, hurriedwhisper.
"How muck?"
"A penny," said the miThonaire,scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from thehuge company behind the throne anddeposited a penny on the table by thethrone.
"I'll make it $20,000 said the million-aire. hurriedly.
"Sit down„" the poor man said,sternly. "By that penny are you saved."
The millionaire sat down and a ladytook his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to a poorbeggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your charity?"asked the poor man.
"1 have given away a great deal con-sidering," she replied. briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"Oh, considering what other peopledo," she said.
"With your whole heart did you giVeit, for pity, for real love's sake?"
"I'm not a sentimentalist," she said,botly.
"Did you ever refuse 4,0 g:ve to any-one?"
"Never," she said, In a loud voice,"never."
"Never once? Think of 20 years ago?"There was a question in his voice.The lady turned red and tried to hideher confusion, but a million pair of eyeswere on her.
"Ones," she said.
:WllA epoo?.r woman came up to me as Iwas getting into my carriage. I wasonly a glr1"—her voice died in a whisper—"she looked as if she were dying, andshe said she was hungry, I told her togo away; hated the sight of her."
"Did you give her anything?"
'No." She hung her head.
"She had a baby?"
A light came In to the lady's eyeswhich turned them from their hardnessinto soft orbs of wonder.
"Yes, she had a baby; I gar it alower."
A woman clime out from the great assembly and put a rose upon the tableby the Woes.
"You may sit down," said the powman.
Now there came a man of about 40 tostand before the throne. He was veryexquisitely dressed and his mustachewas dyed black.
"Yea bare done a lot of charity, haveyea not?" aakd the poor man."011, salami really, you know; moth.tag much," he replied.
"Beware, theatricals, dances?""Well, yea, I have done what I coulddon't you know."
"Have a good time yourself?""Oh. yes, thanks," said the man. Hofelt he was genius on well."Did you get into society that way?"asked the poor man.
"Yes, perhaps I did."
"Have you ever given anything incharity and love?"
The man stood silent for some Umeand pondered. Before that vast assem-bly:skis cocksureness was giving way;he began to look shabby.
"Once," he began, "but that wasnothing—I was walking home—but itwon't count—I bad no money with meand a man asked for something; he wascold and tattered; I gave him the cigar-ettes out of my case because I was sorryfor him."
Out of the crowd came a poor man tolay a little handful of cigarettes uponthe table.
The man of the world bad not noticedhim and the sweat stood on his fore-head; he seemed ashamed of his action."You may lilt down," said the poorman, and at the sound of his voice theman looked up and seeing his gift on thetable he looked with unutterable relictat the poor man—then sat down.
An old man now came up before thethrone.
"I ain't done nothite as! can think of,"he said, in a faltering voice; "I ain't 'adno means ear position nor no nothin'to give away."
From emit the crowd behind the thronethore came 10 or 30 men and women,each bearing in their hands a cup ofcold water.
Then the millionaire woke up from his&ream and shivered with cold. His firewas out, his room was dark, but hecould see In the slim light a ghostly pro.cession of starving, cold figures whopassed by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to hisdesk. He unlocked a drawer and drewout a roll of bank notes. With them inhis hand he passed quicklydownstairsand into 'the dark street. —ChleagoChronicle.
PIT -PA 9 'ReadThis " Death.ls noworse than the pains I mareredat my meathty periods," settee Mrs. 'SarahG. Butts, of White Matas, Va. "I tried manymedicine.* without relief, but Carded cured me,and I am now better than for 15 years." 1 I
Periodical pains will certainly make you lose all your good looks, and quickly make
. you old, before your time. De not suffer. Refuse to be a victim. You can be cured andyour functions made as regular, easy and painless, as nature meant them to be asnatureplanned all our functions, like digestion, breathing, etc, to be.When you suffer periodical pains, like headache, backache, dragging-down semi-tons, pain in legs, arms, side, etc., it is because your weak female parts are in need of a tonic, ,
• that will give them the natural strength which they lack. This you will find in Wine of Cardui,
the genuine, old, remedy and specific, for female diseases, which, for over ,70 years, has
been in constant use, in thousands of families throughout the camty, during which time It
• has been of wonderful benefit to over a million women. Try
YOUNG AND OLDare earnestly urged to write us at once Ise Free Advice.Make as yeur confidant, describing all year troubles, ask-ing age, and we will send you raineMe 'obstructions andadvice, in plain, sealed envelope.Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The CluatamegaliteSdne Os., Chattanooga, Tenn.
VIME
11111 OI JAKD LamSETTLE ESTATE
LITIGATION INSTITUTED TOSETTLE THOMPSON
ESTATE.
W. A. Davis Claims That He Adsvanced McFaul Too Much Money,
and Sues For Recovery.
In the circuit court yesterday asuit was filed by Felix G. RuctolP4m.administrator of Mary Jane Thomp-son, against Bertie Wilbur, for asettlement of the estate of Mrs.Thompson.
Mrs. Thompson resided at Thirdand Madison streets here for manyyears, but died a few years ago. Herdaughter, Mks. Bertie Wilbur, wasmade adminiatrattix of the estate,and then moved to Arkansas to re-side with her daughter. Jitelge Light-foot in the county court claimed thatMrs. Wilbur would not respond toorders he issued from hie tribunal, or-dering her to make accountingdifferent funds coming into her hShe being a resident of anotherestate, the county court could notcompel her to respond to the in-'tractions, but Judge Lightfoot could,d did remove her as administrator,and put the estate into the hands ofPublic Administrator Felix Rudolph,who now in the circuit court insti-tutes proceedings against Mrs. Wil-bur and other 'heirs, to compel asettlement of the Thompson estate,so things can be wound up. Mrs.Wilbur has always accounted forthings, but has been delaying matters,while the other heirs, want the (mei-nese wound up as quickly as possi-:bbe, hence the action.
Money Claimed Dne,W. A, Davis filled suit against W.J. McFaul for $4'o.8.4 claimed dueplaintiff from defendant. Davis con-tends, that he advanced Mc Emilmoney during business deals, b.ficFaul-buying timber for Davis, who claimshe advanced McFatil $46o.84 toortatrch.
Mr. Jerome's False Position.
(Louisville Poet.)
Mr. Jerome discredited himself yes-terday in the prosecution of Collierand Hapgoodl for libeling Weuel andMiami. Not in what he says aboutnewspapers; -he has the same right toexpress contempt for newspapers thatnewspapers have to express contemptfor lawyers, though only fools orknaves in either class bring a sweep-ing indictment of a class because ofthe derelictions of the most debased.The humiliating part of jeromes ad-dress was his plea for a verdict againstIlapgood which would have vindi-cated Deueli and Mann and. that whileDeuel had violated the status he hadnot neglected his duties; that Oliverjudges on the bench were as bad. asDetre), who was trying to provide forhis only age; that the owner of thisinlimous sheet was "an old mandriven to the wall, forced to make aliving in this way." 
•Mkrite could be said to every crimi-nal convicted during Jerome's wholeterm-. The plea of necessity, if ad-mitted., woulitil eniptp every prisonhouse.
Here was Deueb on the bench dur-ing the day, revising proof .for TownTopics at night, so as to enableMann to send-his darts home withoutfear of legal consequences.
The revelations of the trial are notmore surprising than the immoralplea advanced (by Jerome to punish areputable, journalist that two SIC aven-gets might hereafter pursue theirchosen vocations unmolested by thelaw, while they provided ease andcomforts for their old age.
House at Sgso.
New 3-room Salem avenue .house,
2 minutes' walk from car line, rentsfor $7. pqr month. rays 15 per cent.Whittemore Real estate Ageney,Fraternity building, Both phones 835.
BUSINESS DEAL
...••••••
Abram L. Well & C. Buy Out
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to informthe public, my friends and patrons,that I -have disposed of my insurancebusiness and good will to the wellknown and responsible firm of AbramL. Weil & Co., and ask for them acontinuance of your' patronage. Inretiring from the business, which Ihave - conducted in this city for thepast 31 years, it is but fitting that Ishould publicly acknowledge my in-debtedness and appreciation of themany favors and courtesies extendedme, and I take this means of express-ing my thanks and gratitude, with awish for continued prosperity andhappiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to inform all of havingbrought the business of Mr. Ashbrookand hope for a continuance of theliberal patronage accorded him,guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-iation.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
CLR)VELAND A CALIFORNIAN
Former President Contemplates Mov-
ing to Los Angeles District.
.Los Angeks, Cal., Jan. a4.—Lettersfrom the east having conveyed die in-formation that f ormer PresidentCleveland contemplates making hishome in California at least part of theyear Los Angeles newspapers haveeditorially commenced urging thatthe first private citizen to the landbe encourgigea in this notion. It is
said Mr. Cleveland favor, the LOSAngeles neighborhood, hence localbodies will in a few days talkie formalaction Showing that such a moveamok) be welcomed not only by thepeople of Los Angeles, but the en-tire state.
The movement is nonpartisan andgrows out of the desire of the entirewest that more recognition be giventhis section by tourists, especially
those who go abroad for sight-seeing.
Ten Per Cent Broadway Tnvestment.
For $3.5o0 we offer a 3-story brickbusiness building between First andSecond street, lot 18x65, that will paypermanently to per cent net on the
irrvestment. Nothing better in Pa-ducah than this for a safe businessbuilding investment.
Whittemore Real estate Agency.Frat,enity building. Both phones 835
Have your titles examined by Pur-year, abstractor for the Abstract Co.Complete record* of all city andcounty property.
It's easier to borrow-trouble than itis to pay debts.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-
Will practice in all courts of Kea
tncky.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
ti5tol2es ar2d
Ftirrzittare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13141
Clem Fransioii.






NO. Ito 303-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
ARRANGEMENT OF SCHEDULES AND TRANSFERS ON SOUTH 6THAND 3RD ST. BELT LINE AND JACKSON ST.
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via Third stre tEvery io Minutes.
On the hour and at to, ao, 30, .40 and 5o minutes past the hourbetween 6:oo a. in. and Tomo p. m.Car leafes Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via South Or St.Every 20 11011.1tell.On the hour and at 20 and 40 minutes past -the hourBetween 6:oo a. in. and Tomo p. in.Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Jackson street
Every 20 MinutesAt to, 30 and 50 minutes past the hour
between 6:to a. in. and 9:50 p.Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via Third street.At to:oci, to:ao and II:00 p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broadway, via Third street
Every to Minutes. •On the hour and at to, 20, 30, 40 and so minutes past the hourbetween 6 ao a. in. and z o p. in.
Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth street
Every 20 Minutes.At to, 30 and so minutes past the hour.
between dais a. in. and to:oo p. in.Car leaves Twelfth and Jackson
Every so Minute,.On the hour and at 20 and so minutes past the hour.
p. in.Owl car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth streetAt 10:10, 10:30, 10:50 and tzact p.






Passengers can get transfers at Fourth and Broadway from theabove cars to all other lines.
Patsengers taking inbound Third street Short Line car may transferto southbound Belt Line car at Third and Norton streets.Passengers taking inbound Third street Short line car may transferat Fourth and Broadway to Jackson street car.Passtngers taking Jackson street car may transfer to outboundBelt Line car at Sixth and Jackson
--
OVED1 OMIJAR•  CHEILNEECTDEPARTMENT







Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
DR. R. F. lifARNE I Warren & Wansen
TELEPHONE NO, 
444' ' 14. 
14e0w3e1 Broadwayers   
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
• HAVING LEASED Out FOUN-
TAIN TO
ZACH HAYS




















before the Iloilo:. 'Phis :bill ainss to "A Word 
Regarding Lighting."
, eliminate all frauds, use . of money, To The Register:
etc., from elections. Judge Barry
1" tilts spent arnich time oupou -this law
and believes will cover al the faults Peopols,ition. is 'Lligihting Question,"
in the old law. Judge Barry expects and thereunder "The Paducah Light
ranch font his law -andl the others and Powe
r Company, through Man-
ager Bleecker, has made a proposi-
tion to the general council to furnish
the city aoo street lights at a cost of
$62.5o per year each."
The \slater .read a • statement a few
years ago of the running expense of
the street lighting plant for " the
previous year,--not counting cost of
$5.00 extension, poles, wiring and new
2.50 The 
, tables have been turned on lamps which tare 'assets, and were
  1.25 the Lallickinailing 
Town Topics, that provided for in item of repairs and
.to had the editor of Collier's 
Weekly wear and tear,—and the year's cost
$rrested for libel. The 
editor of maintenance divided, by the num-
regularly should report the matter to
Anyone failing to receive this paper proved his case and was 
acquitted, ,cboesrt of f leaamcpirsajtn.azeperiAttiosnooplacoreda tlhtte_
The Register office at once. Tele- 
and irs the trial of the case a 
New
tie less; and in the Sante Saarday's
phone Cumberland 318. York 
judge was shown up in such paper, 6th page, one'read front, Mayor
an unsavory light that unless he 
re- Yeiser's message of January; .46,
signs his, office the bar 




At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year  
Six Months  
Three Months
.1 One Week  
now covering election* which have
reached the hopper of the house;
unless they are locked in' .by the
Louisville gang and their pals who
helped them usurp offices to whi
eh
they are not entitled o
Tuesday Morning, Jan. 3o, 1906.
Russell Sage was the only man of
money prominence whom the New
York Town Topics mess didn't
catch with their "Fads and Fancies"
bait. Sage fully verified 'his fitness
to his name.
The biggest scandal Town Topics
of New York ever created finds the
editor and manager of that delect-
able pubtlialtion the stars on the
rack. They are, therefore, tasting
sCline of their own medicine just
now.
The congressman who is able to
catch the eye and secure recognition
from Speaker Cannon is not only t.1%
most fortunate of men, but the
proudest as well. The fact is such a
man is the one fellow Who is appar-
ently running congress though be is
only doing the wish of Cannon.
It would make a hungry man hes-
itate to eat to read some of the dis-
cussions upon the pure food bills and
the declared facts 'relative to the
impure foods the bills would rectify.
And it will disgust him, too, when
he notes how slow the legislative
bodies are to stop the adulteration
and poisoning 9f these foods.
One of the corporation organs says
the city power plant is worthless and
only good for scrap Iron, and that
it will take $2oatiosa to put the plant
in condition to supply 2ao lamps for
the streets. If this be true, then the
city will only ;have $2o,000 invested,
asd at that outlay there can be no
question but what it can furnish
lights cheaper than ever before.
There is a doubt as to the where
*bouts of R2ckefeller, the coal oil
magnate, whd is wanted by Hadley,
of Missouri, to testify in the investi-
gation as to' the alleged combine in
Missouri. It i• said in some circles
• resting. But Wherever
that the magnate is ;n Europe
by others that he is in the
he
seems to be in hiding.
will kick him out, and a 
criminal
charge may also be preferred. There
are ocher bar associations throug
h'
out the country that will be given a
job of investigating the methods of
certain shysters, and when they are
kicked out of the profession the
country will be better off.
The Shadow of Kohn.
(Louisville Herald.)
The board of safety w.'1 certainly
do the right tiling if it orders t
he
"detectives," to whom Aaron Kohn
paid $1,000 for not doing their whole
duty to the people, to hand back the
tainted money to the tainted. man
who gave it.
The detective force is not in ex-
istence for the purpose of promoting
Kohnistk methods of defeating the
ends of justice. It is sot paid by
the people for the securing of fishing
camp law to criminal and fishing
camp atrocities to the community.
It is established to prevent just such
failures of justice as that apparent
in the Shoals. bond case, where the
guilty are being protected, though
the detectives know where at any
moment to put their hands on these.
The patient public of Louisville
has borne- a whole lot from Aaron
Kohn. His name, like :that of the
infamous Tom Campbell,
nati, has been for years
with alttost every failure
—the name is legion—in






among the lawbreakers, "and don't
die, but laugh at justice." The an-
ger of a patient people is more to be
hared Chun that of an excitable mul-
titude. .Louisville under Kohn's
darksome shadow has kat incalcul-
ably in the respect of the country at
large., lost in population, business
and in self esteem.
Happy will be Kentucky's Home-
coming Week if that shadow has
been lifted and dispelled forever.
Tired of Kohn's Methods.
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
Both Messrs. Kohn and Maher
say they arc "tired" of talking about
the recovery of. those bonds. And
before they hear the end of it they
will be more tired of hearing the
A commamicatios in today's Regis- public talk about it. And the, pub-
ter from "Experience" gives someI lic iteif is getting pretty tired of
very pointed and valuable data on the Kohn's methods ,,in this town. lir
subject of .municipal lighting in this
city. The sentiment in this city is 1IMPORTANT LICENSE NOTICE
• for municipal ownership and any
step backward by the people's rep 
FOR reek.
=
THE PRESENT LICENSE ORDI
,teschtatves will provoke one of the
biggest demonstrations ever wit
nessed in Paducah.
Frankfort was dry Sunday and,
consequently, as calm as a deserted
village. The cause for this rather
unusual condition was the 'Official
putting on of the "lid'. in the capital.
But this "lid" business interferred
bole with the sol.ons of the legisla-
the saleammeen, who
mirage. "
Mayor Iloolovalter, of Indianapo-
lis. is credited with having said last
.Sunday that he had bein offered
$25,000 by some Kentuckians to help
kidnap ex-Gov. Taylor, the fugitive
'Om this state who is in Indiana
the protection of that state „ad7
cation. The doelaratioa is a
ul one, but no more so if made
waiter than if only a lie qi
cloth. To a man up a
w aid apsfear that the story
e is the father tO- irripe if not a slag-
- gestiors, and this it about its size no
doubt.
NANCE IMPOSES A PENALTY
OF TEN PER CENT. TO BE
ADDED TO ALL LICENSES NOT
PAID WITHIN THIRTY DAYS
FROM JAN. 1ST, zgo6.
THE TREASURER IS REQUIR-
ED TO COLLECT THIS PENAL-
TY ON ALL LICENSE NOT
PAID BEFORE FEBRUARY 1ST,
reo6.
MERCHANTS, LAWYERS, PHY
SICIANS AND ALL OTHERS IN-
ture, as Louisville and Lexington CLUDING OWNERS OF VEHI
CLES AND DOGS, WHO ARE
were not closed. towns aard trains LIABLE FOR LICENSE TAX
moved rapidly if not often. The only ARE NOTIFIED TO COME TO
reifferere were the hotel peiatee and THE TREASURER'S OFFICE
lost mite pst- DURING THE MONTH OF JAN-
UARY AND PAY THEIR LI-
CENSE OR THEY WILL SUFFER
THE PENALTY ADDED BY
LAW.
IN FACT ALL PROFESSIONS,
AVOCATIONS, CONTRACTORS
AND DEALERS OF ALL KINDS,
BOARDING HOUSES AND RES-
TAURANT KEEPERS ARE LIA-
BLE AND ARE REQUIRED TO
PAY A LICENSE TAX, WHICH











Judge Barry, of the Lyon-M•hrah 11
district, has asew' atlection law b I
to introditee a wig bilis week put
On the first page of Saturday's al-
ernixin paper We ---reed--AiBeeinese
"One very great need of. the
city is more light. There is a
demand for more street lights,
and justly so. The plant was
built ten years ago, at an ex-
pense including 'house, grounds,
machinery, poles, wires and ,ellec-
tricot apparatus everything com-
plete for less than $25,000, and
the city during all the years past
has received the benefit of lights
at an average of not over $55
per light, inchiding extensions
and repairs. But by referring to
the board of public works' re-
port, you will see what we need
for street lights for the city at
this time. Another very import-
ant matter in regard to our
lighting problenis is we are using
a great many incandescent elec-
tric lights, and it is getting to be-
very expensive. I would sug-
gest and recommend your light
committee with the the board of
public works investigate what
the city is paying for lights at
the city .hall, the fire depart-
ment, market house, Carnegie
library, city hospital and the
light plant; and see if this ex-
pense could not be reduced by
It is well known that for several
for the purpose of furnishing its
own lights at a minimum ,cost.
It appears to me it courd be
done,' as owning our present
plant, wires and poles, the .ex-
pense would be much lea: than
if you had to install a new and
extra light plant for incandes-
cent lights altogetherl The
above matter should receivie your
very careful considera n at
once."
The mayor states the a ge cost
per light for ten years, ex-
tensions and repairs (hnedreds of
poles, their erection atAct miles of
wire) to be not over $55 per light.
It is well know nthat for several
year' of this time the city only op-
crated too lights at nearly as great
cost to the plant as to operate the
greater number added later, and di-
viding the cost at that date by too
ran the average cost much higher
per light.
The mayor's statement is made in
a public document to the gen ral
council, and becomes a record of the
city which must be correct..
Basing the mayor's computation
on 150 lights, average cost $55, we
have Pop. (Added power, . p les
and wiring to carry 200 lights, be-
come an asset and must be estimat-
ed in loss by usage per annum).
Cost to operate zoo lights, 50
more than at present, one man's sal-
ary, one horse and wagon, a sma.1
increase in fuel more than at pres-
ent, etc., $1.000—Cost to operate 2oo
lights-49,25o, of $46.25 pet- lamp.
At Mr. Bleecker's price, $62.50,
the 200 lights to cost per annum
$12,500, while the city can do the
aork for—at the very highest figure
—$to,000, and save $2,500, with the
right reserved to 'ring e cloaely at
a greater saving, while a fixed con-
tract price achnits of no change ex-
'Women seldom mean it when they
kis* each other. The average woman
wOirld rather bite a piece of the
othesee'cornplexion.
An' man ayho Would laugh at your
mistakac wouid get angry if you
laugh at his.
cept upward.
Bt S why this proposition to the
city'at this time, just after the
mayor's message? NOTE: me—
"Old" gentleman,—aays something
about urging an incandescent plant
added to the present arc system.
Read the matter quoted above.
If the writer could thrust his po-
litical convictions above his citizen-
ship, he would rejoice in the pros-
pect of our present adininistration
biting at a- naked hook, but we are
citizcn .first, and exhort our nen,
general council to look sharp in This
matter and never, neviria, weigh a
proposition of private corporate con-
trol of any public matter where you
'an at all operate or inaugurate mu
nicipal c9ntrol.
"Read clippings front February,
lecke Cosmopolitan." Tillie' maga-
zine addressed to several prominent
men the following query:
"Do you favor the municipal
ownership of street railways, gas
...plants and sir:Watt- utilities? 1)o
you favor or -oppose the govern-
ment ownership of railways?
From the many we give but one
froth a writer and speaker of inter-
national reputation, — "Washington
Gladden."
"I believe the municipal
ownership 'of street • 'railways—
not, at present, in municipal op-
eration. The cities* -neght
ewn the tracks, fix the- rates of
fare, and lease the tracks com-
petitively for term, of years.
not too long, to companies
.which will operate them under
municipal superintendence-. Gas,
water and electric plants should
now be owned and, opetated. by
tire.... cities._ Dalrymplie
doubts the success Oi-mtinielfral
ownership in this country on ac-
count of politics.. . If he lived
in one of our cities a few years
it would probably dawn on him
"that tate main reason for our
corrupT municipal politics is the
corruption in all our cities, aris-
ing from vast amounts of cor-
porate capital invested in public
service companies. These cor-
porations have .a direct interest
in keeping politics corrupt in or-
der that they may get plunder-
ing franehraes from•city councils
and municipal officers. It is not
municipal ownership that has
been troubling Pirilaelielphia and
St. Louis."
Following the above we here give
the utterances of the well informed
writer of the said Magazine Article,
in part:
"The American who studies
the splendid success of munici-
pal ownership 'in Great Britain
blushes for his citizenship when
the charge is repeatedly sounded
is his ears that our people are
too corrupt and inefficient to
undertake such civic duties.
Hardly any other argument is
advanced by those who oppose
municipal ownership, and Ed-
ward Atkinson, Doctor Andrews
and Mr. Eliot voice be same
note.
"The principle of municipal
oiveyership is as solidly estab-
lished in England, France, Ger-
many and other progressive for-
eign countries as is our public
school system.. It has long
since passed the experimental
stage, and is oo longer a subject
for discuesion.
"'It will not do,' declares the
average conservative citizen.
'Why?' you ask him. 'It may
be all right in Glasgow, London,
Manchester, Paris, Berlin and
such cities,' he replies, 'but we
are too corrupt here.. The offi-
cials would plunder these enter-
prises; it would increase the
power of the political machines:
it would open new doors to cor-
ruption; it would result in cer-
tain failure!
"It may be true that we are
more corrupt than any otiwr
people on eaoh, but this same
conservative citizen is the first
to resent such archarge. If it
be impossible for us to adopt
demonstrated success it is cer-
tain that we are sadly lacking in
one or all of of three estimable
qualities, viz: Honesty, civic
spirit, itrielligelace. We might
try the experiment of puoing
our trading thieves in jail, strsi.sh-
img the political machines and
importing instructors from the
splendidly governed cities of
Great Britain and the Confeent.
In the Meantime let ti- qualify
the asset-lion that we. are the
only country on the face of the
earth. in municipal govern-
ment we are yet in the infant
class.
"Municipal ownership will sue
ceed in any Paa..;;en city which.
will punish its thieves, aid oltich
will elect its officials and con-
duct its ,affairs on non-pe-tisan
lines. The plan is a simp'.0 one,
and its adoption is near at
band."
Tory your hand at the reooraniza-
tion of the lighting plant; cat out
useless expenditures and rile it a
year; then divide the rttnnise ex-
penses by the number of la ats op-
crat d, and if it isn't $so p. r light,
or under, there is something wrong
s lame Where .
Remember also, that the proposi-
tion of the lighting company at
$62.50 per light, invOlves the use of
the city's wires and poles now in
use which are vlaued at $is,000,
probably, and this is an item to con-
sider. ",EXPERIENCT."
Congress May Yet Talk Tariff.
(St. Louis Republic.)
In spite of all the vehement asser-
vations of the standpatters to the con
trary and the taboo put on tariff dis-
cussion by the Roosevelt-Cannon
combine, it is not unlikely that the
tariff mill will grind in congress be-
fore the end of the sessions- -
As theist of March draws nearer,
there seems to be a growing feeling
arms:lie standpat republicans and their
bosses in Washington that it is nec-
essary to do -something about the
trade-kilan.g, retaliatory tariff which
Germany is going to clap on the
flour, grain and meats which we hoe,.
been elling to that country.
If this. republIcan congress turns
it deaf ear to the demands which the
Middle West and the Northwest voli
en in the recinrocity convention in
August, and 'the export of ,Western
wheat and ,meats suffers seriou-sly Ily
Gerinan 'retaliation, there is likely to
.be a .Western grounds-swell in the
'congressional. elections of November.
next that will make Tate republican
party seasick.
e, some of the .standpat-
ip the ouse propose to get back
at Germany with .a discriminating
tariff of wand, the Dingley rates shall
he the minimum And the maximum
25 per cent. greater. This plan has
the approve) of Cannon in the house
and of Acklrich ande a few others in
t be senate.
But among republican senator,
B' Offer $50.00 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REP
AIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY S
ATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not 
only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and 'Manufacturing 
Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 y
ear case fote.$1o.,
Credit toethose who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS..
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns outs ou
r work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which d
efy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clo
cks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in 'exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which yoq have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE EN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined 75c up. Watt* Haiti& IOC up -
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up. Watch Glasses IOC Up.
New Case or Hairspring 75c up. Watch Keys sc.
New Jewels, whole or cover soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Baducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113 R 64q BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit .to Nose who need it.
there is a very considerable senti-
ment in favor oi tariff revision, and
it is not likely that the Cannon idea
Iof tariff tinkering ca
n prevail in the
senate. There 'arc not a few repub-
lican senators who agrie with Sen-
ator Cullom in desiring to attain re-
ciprocity by means of a tariff having
the Dingley rates for the maximum
and a minimum of 25 per cent less
for imports from countries which re-
ceive our exports on equal terms
with those of the most favoied na-
tion. s
Democrats in both houses, failing
to obtain direct tariff revision, woard
vote solidly for a bill drawn on the
lines indicated by Mr. Cullom in hia
adelresi: to the reciprocity conven-
tam.
But Germany's threatened reprisal
snakes no dikmma for the democrats.
It is 1 republican crisis, and it seems
to be up to the republican congress
to do something.
HAY, HAY.
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat straw. Noble & Yelper.
• 0
• •
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.. ,"
Porteous Bros.
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Sheet Music in Slot,
WE HAVE AT ALL TIMES THE LATEST AND BRIGHTEST SONGS
ALL THE NEW AND CATCHY RAGTIMES; ALL THE BIG HITS IN
MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS; ALL THE POPULAR WALTZES AND
INTERMEZZOS, and we sell Sheet Music for the piano at JUST
HALF THE PUBLISHER'S PRICE,
Some of the Very Latest Hits:
'Tis But a Dream, high class song    acic
Rufus, Rastas Johnson Brown, coon song . ...... 25c
"Freckles" and Cherry," latest ragtimes 25C
Belles of Dixic, march and two step 









It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the _
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
















Biggest Stock  SatyFtiGuaraoteel   Lowest Pricespd l ExclusiveFtDrs
The Paducah Furniture M4nufacturrin o.
BOTH PHONES 'a SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET:
BASEBALLANTHOW
ST. LOUIS CONFERENCE RE-
SULTED IN NO ORGAN-
S IZATION.
Despite This Fact Fans Will Have
Ball Anyhow irt This City
This Year.
It seems that the administration of
Farnbaker, of Cairo, and some other
cranks in the K. I. T. league to run
things to suit themselves resulted in
a decision being reached yesterday
in $t. Louis silt do have any K. I.
T. league thr" yeas. Mr. Gus
Thompson, who sitended the gather-
ing as the representative of this city,
wired last evening that the league
had gone to pieces. His dispatrh
was brief and did not enter into any
of the details leading up to the con
elusion not to effect the organiza-
tion of cities mentioned heretofore.
It was thceight that this year the
league would consist of Paducah,
Cairo, Vincennes, Ind., East St.
- Louis, Jacksonville and Danville,
III. The conference was arranged
for S. Louis Sunday and yesterday,
but Mr. Thompson wired that_ East1
St. Louis Seemed to be out of the
field, and that Alton and Mattoon,
III., were being considered.
It it not known what the repre-
sentatives disagreed over, as yester-
day morniag's dispatch received here
was to thr following effect:
The question of the cities that are
to make up the circuit of the K. 1.
T. league the coming seaacon was
the chief subject of the meeting of
that organization at the Hotel jeffer
400 yesterday afternoon. The South
ern towns of the icios circuit—
s, Princeton a id Hopkinsville—were
dropped, and East St. Louis, Dan-
ville and Mattoon applied to fill vas
cane ies
Dansilie probably aia be accepted.
while the sixth seam will be either
East St. Louis or Mattoon. Mem-
bers of the league will go to East
St. Louis this morning 'to talk over
the matter with the magnates there,
end if aa agreement can be reached
East St. Louis will be admitted.
Mattoon will also be considered.
Representatives front Cairo, Dan
silk, East St.1 Louis, Jacksonville,
Paducah and Vincennes were present.
The 1905 circuit included Cairo, Ill.,
Paducah, Kfr., Vincennes, m4., Hen-
dcrson. Ky., Hopkisville, -Ky., and
Princeton, Ind. It was found that.
Princeton and Hopkinsville were the
sagging towns, and were dropped.
A salary limit of $1,100 a month
was agreed upon, and the Itague will
remain in Class I). although by con-
fortning ta the new drafting rules it
could secure admission to Class C.
The question of daily receipts of
jao being guaranteed to the teams
wa: alAa diecussed.
Secretary M. J. Farnbaker, of
Cairo, says that the teams all played
ciose ball lett year, and as a result
but two of the players remain. The
league also holds the record for the
longest game played in tgos, a con-
test between the Princeton and Pa-
ducah teams going to twenty-one in-
nings, being won by the former—
score, 2 to o.
A‘„tv,-enty-innipg game was played
in sgoa, while last year "three extra-
inning games wore played in one day
the contests going to twenty, eigh-
teen and sixteen innings.
The league will go in session to-
day about 1 o'clock, when officers
f 
will be eiected and the schedule
adopted, if the cities are selected.
It will be seen that matters ran
along smoothly until yesterday,
when a. message from Mi. amp-
son last evening said nothng could
he effected. satisfactorily.
The telegram came to Mx. Josefilr
L: Friedman, who stated that al-
though •thins 'May not have gone all
right at the gathering, still that did
tiot mean that Paducah would not
have haaelyall, this, year. a6, a slather
of other leagues, would he anxious
to have this ,eity in the organization.
and hall at any 'hazard will be played
ihere during 1906 as heretofore.
Mr. Thompson .is expected to re
turn this morning from the confer-
ence. •
This. is one of the lest bath owns
in the country, had been the main-
stay ofithe K. 1. T. ',league, and
probabilities, are it is the ibeat #hing
'happening to Padunahd that the old
aastsciation is not, rehibilitated, be-
cause it leRV" her open for the fast-
er compally that would be satisfac-
tory to all sides.
HAYS HAY.,
i -
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat strsw. Noble & Veiser.
STREET CAR. LINE
(Continiled from First Page.)
possible,. Auld Sapreby equalize the dis-
tance between car line and sections
to be accommodated with the service.
He thinks it would be best to cross
she bridge two blocks up Meyers un-
til Clements street is reached, then
turn into Clements and go out to
Bridge street, and then out bridge
to a point near Tyler. This would
place the extention in close proximity
to al residences, school and factories,
except those at the extreme . end of
Meyers. To cover his rotate:" he an-
ticipates having to 'lay about fiftten
Wools* of track.
As regards the new bridge Mr.
gleecker says his company stands
ready to enter into negotiations with
the city looking towards both bear-
ing a portion of the cost, which he
does not think would exceed $25,000
at the outside, that is to put up a
structure 35 feet in width, sufficient
for car tracks, vehicles and pedes-
trains. ' He does not advocate railing
the car tracks off in the center of
the bridge, so wagons and pedkstratas
could not traverse that portion cov-
ered. by the car line. lie thinks it
would be best to lay the ear rails
so even with the bridge that pedes-
trains. vehicles and everything could
pass over them without jolting.
No appropriation was made by the
city council for a new bridge this
year. but Mr. Bleeeker is of the opin-
km the municipality would have more
than enough money to Bay for its
?hare, that is if there s thrcnigth
the board's object of letting the car
company famish power for the city's
street lights. He thinks it would
take $2o.000 to put the city's power-
house in condition sufficient to amply
supply the demands for public lights,
therefore if the public boards
awarded the private concern the con-
tract to maintain the street lights.
they could take that money necessary
to put the city's powerhouse in shape
if the city continues operating it, and
devote it to the new bridge across
island creek .
Outside the light saving, qisestion.
Bleecioer says they are desirious
of going in with the city to see what
can be done about the bridge, no
matter where miunicipaihs gets- its
money.
Mary Emerson Tomorrow Night.
In "Will 0' the Wisp" in which
Mary Emerson will be seen at the
Kentucky on Wednesday, matinee
and night. Miss Emerson has a role
which is very well adapted to her
personality and attainments. "Whll
0? the Wisp," like "His Majesty and
the Maid," in which Miss Emerson
was seen for two seams, was writ-
ten for her and the author has done
his m-ork well. From her entrance
in the first act to the last act she
Rives st performance of the highest
rank, a performance that places her
among the best of our artists. At-
tired as a gypsy girl she makes her
entrance followed by a mob of vil-
lagers, who accuse her and; her grand-
father of theft. Her denunciation of
the mob is, but an indication of the
stronger work to come in the second
and third act. Her comedy, of which
there is much. is very delightful. A
hard conscientious worker, always
trying for the best, Miss Emerson
has done much to win a place in the
affections of She theatre goers.
MYSTERY OVER SIX PEOPLE.
All Disapnear in Five Months and
Have Not Been Found.
Kaukauna. Wis!, Jan. ao.—With-
in the last five mosths six people dis
appeared (MIT—Kaukauna and the
mysteries surrounding them have not-
been cleared' in any case. Ilse dis
appi-araisces are those of Michael M.
McCarthy. who was last seen on the
right of Sept. 13, tons; Bernard Sen-
s.), who disappeared on the morivisg
of October 4, tco5;. Miis Elsie Duni,
row, who vanished at the same time
Senso; Char/es Borg has not been
iheard of since Nov. as. toos. Her-
man Senso left on Friday, Jan. 12,
and Martin Verhagen, who disap•
neared on the night of Jan. 13.
Timer is po evidence of murder or
other manor of foul play, but ehch
otie of the missing people seems to-
have 'gone away on some pretense
suggestive of questionable' actions on
their part, though there is no partic-
ular chic as to CFAs fact except in
the disappearance of Verbagen, who
took away with him a horse. and cut-
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Mrs. Robert Rivers has






LADY SUICIDES DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY ,
MRS. MYRTLE BOAZ TOOK
LAyDANUM TO END HER
LIFE.
Became Despondent on Account of
Ill Health and Separation From
Her Husband.
Yesterday morning about 4 o'clock
there died Mrs. Myrtle Boaz at the
residence of Mr. A. W. Peeples,
of South Fifth street between Nor-
ton and Husbands, as the result of
laudanum taken probably with sui-
TO TRY OUR
•04) SHOES,
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WARR.ANTED
ing before. The remains were yes- yv e
cidal intent about 7 o'clock the even lazy Do Julianni
. g
terday taken to her former home in
the 'Boaz Station neighborhood of
the county where they will be inter-
red. •
The deceased was z8 years of age
and daughter of Mr. Thomas A.
McNeil, of the station
Eight years ago she marbled Thomas I.
Boaz and has since resided here
where for a long while he was brake
man on the N., C. &sSt. L. rail-
road, but two months ago the couple
separated and he went South to
work on the M. & 0. road. The
wife has be-en despondent on ac-
count of her domestic troubles arid
also because of ill health. She Midi
been living at the Peeples home
some weeks and Sunday morning
was so ill she did not leave her
room and her meals were sent up to
her. In the evening about 7 o'clock
Mrs. Peeples went to her door and
knocking several times received no
response. She then walked in and
found Mrs. Boaz unconscious, the
latter having nearly emptie4 a lauda-
num vial sitting on the table. Dr.
B. T. Hall was summoned and
worked for hours with the woman,
but to no effect, and she passed
away without expressing a word as
to the cause, which is surmised.
She was a very beautiful woman
and comes of an excellent family
known all over this section. Be-
tide.s her fathes she left a btotliri';
Air. Herbert McNeil, of the boa
section, and Mrs. Julian Switzer, the
well known I. C. machinist of this
city.
Coroner Frank Eaker held an in-
quest yesterday morning, the follow-
ing verdict being returned,:
"JorY moan:led and duly sworn,
find .that said Mertie Boaz came to
her death by suicide by laudanum at
1018 South Fifth street at 3:35 a.
nt. No blame laid to asap one.









Mayor of Indianapolis Says He
Was Offered $25,000 to Assist.
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan.
Mayor Bookwalter created a salsa
tion Sunday by announcing that he
had been offered $zs.000 by prom-
inent Kentuckians if 'he would aid
in kidnaping former Goversor Tay-
lor, of Kentucky, who is wanted on
the charge of complicity in the mur-
der of Governor Goebel.
Fell From Train.
Yesterday morning word came
beer that Sunday morning D. Ran-
dolph, sign painter, was found lying
beside the I. C. track near Wingo,
just below Mayfield, with a, broken
leg- and arm and probahle internal
injuries. He ,had been to Paducah
Saturday, and. l#te that night misati
his train to go 'back ho, when 'he
caught a freight and pfobahly dozed
r4f, being carried, by Mayfield. He
tried to jump off at Wingo and got
hurt. He is well known in Paducah.
Masonic Notice. .
Plain City Lodge No 449, F. &
A. M., will nice; in 5 tatcd commun-
ication at 7 o'clock ',sharp tonight,
for;Work in the E. A., F. C. and
M. M. degrees. All Masons fratern-
ally invited. tly•order of ,‘
JAS. F. WILHELM, MIPt4er.
GEO. 0. INGRAM, Secretary.
Big Dance Tonight.
Dance at Wes Flower's hall to-




—The trolley of car' No. so broke
fey at Fourth and Beoadway
rtly. before noon yesterday and








Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
fho. skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right Mood moist-
ure that is needed to makeyour
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.




Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and Slit Bottles..
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
& Jackson Sts. phone aas
& Clay Sts., phone 31.
Paqucah
Steam Dye Works
If you went y. at- clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.







Palmer House • ter.
L. A. Lagotnarsino.
Subscribe for the /ask






Sold at . . . )1 50 at  ctic• 
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF,THE "CLANSMAN," •IIISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT soc.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEAPQTTARTERS" FOR





at his Optical Parlors has a largt. display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to
The Victor for $22.00
s
Ir. A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7zinch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.60
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAN'DTEW FPCM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEE4 INCTIrASED SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PAXLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BI:OKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TigOWILES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL IHRORMATIONi
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND I?
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WEIICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVINO THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES. .4,14164"
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM P. M. TO g P. M.
• The Victor Talking Mazhine Man,
DON GI LE3ERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agelicy









WINTER FLO R HUNTING.
One of the Most. Delightful 'Pleas-
urea of the Changing
Seasons.
It would be well for one who has
never studied vegetation in winter Ls
begin his cold-weather rambles in No.
vember. At that season, writes Frank
'French, in "A Winter Bouquet," is
Century, in sheltertid places- an occe
atonal leaf will cling to the stem, fur
mishing the key to identification, li
he does not readity recognize his corn-
paniona of the summer. He will find
the witch hazel, latest flower of the
year, flaunting its belated blossoms in
freakish abandon among its sear and
yellow leaves, while its mimic artil-
lery bombards the surrounding thicket
with polished seeds, the fruitage of
a year ago.
He will and the atone walls decked
with clustered whorls of the long,
ifuzzy seed tails of wild clematic. As-
ters will hold up their puffballs of
,downy seeds by the roadside, invitins
the wind to waft them to fresh fields
and pastures new. The goldenrod will
be shorn of her hoyden of yellow
tresses, and will stand chastened and
penitent in tassels and fringes of gray,
exhibiting throughout the winter a
quality of beauty which she did not
exissess before.
Even after the blizzards of February
have howled over the marshes he will
'find them fringed with sedges and
studded with cattails, still proudly
erect. The low-lying thickets will be
wreathed with the vine and tiecke
with the bronze-yellow seed pods of
the yam. The dark blue fruil of ties
carrion flower will mingle with tbt
red berries of the black alder. So on l
to the warm March day when the
skunk cabbage thaws its pathway up
through the frozen ground, nature will
yield abundant satisfaction to his crav-
ing for the wonderful and beautiful.
The pillared aisles of the winter for-
est will be to him as worthy a temple
as the green wood. Its everchanging
!vistas will beckon him on to fresh dis-
coveries, and will stir his being with
that vague sentiment of expectation
and hope which alone renders life
worth living.
On the other hand, he who sits
gloomy and sluggish In the inglenook,
gazing through a frosted window upon
his buried garden, feeling that winter
is dismal and nature dead, will miss
the keenest, most chaste and refined
pleasure which the changing seasons
hold.
VARIETIES OF TRUrFLES.
The Violet Is Most Highly Esteemed
and the Summer Meet
Common.
Of varieties we may mention, first,
the violet trouffle, which abounds in
'Perigord and Provence, says American
Homes and, Gardens. It is covered
with koolygcnial warts and often marked
with rusty spots. Its weight usually
ranges from 60 to 100 grams (two to
2% ounces), though specimens weigh
Ins 500 grams (more than a pound)
are sometimes found. At maturity,
which it rearhes in late autumn or
winter, its flesh is black with a leddish
or violet sheen. Its agreeable flavor
and delicate odor make it the most
highly esteemed of all varieties.
The black truffle, smaller than the
preceding, and of variable size, is
found about four inches below the sur-
face of the ground. Its flesh le gray
or blister, marked with light red spots
at maturity. It Ls not in very great
demand, because of its musky oder.
The St. John's or summer truffle is
gathered in July or in October. The
tubers of this species are rounded, and
have a brownish black skin and large
polygonial warts, striped transversely.
The flesh, nearly white at first, be-
comes, on ripening, a clay yellow or
light brownish bister. The summer
truffle is found everywhere in the for-
ests of central and southern France
growing under horn beams, birches
and hazel bushes. Though its rather
coarse, onionlike odor lessens its value,
it is almost the only variety seen In
the markets of England, Germany and
Piedmont.
The truffle, known as the "grosse
foulne," or "pitchfork," somewhat re-' sembles the St. John's truffle, but is
distinguished from it by the smallness
of its warts, its moderate size, rough
black skin and dark, tawny gray
Leah, marked with fine black lines and
;Usually by a broad cleft near the hese.
Another wild species which is still
sold is the musk truffle, known in
Provence by the name of "caillette."
The remaining wild species, which
are included under the general desig-
nation of "dog's nose," because of their
resemblance to the muzzle of that
'useful quadruped, possess no gastro-
nomic importance.
Mountain Sheep Become Tame.
Mountain sheep in the vicinity of W.
F. Givens' ranch are becoming very
tame Mr. Givens, who is a special
game warden, says that nearly every
morning six or eight of these animals
gather around his house to be fed
There are between 40 and 50 sheep in
the flock, but only a few of ['hem have
become tame. This is the largest flock
of there animals in the state as far as
known here.---Denvn• Republican.
public Opinion.
She—Peoph5 .,ay you are marrying
me for my money.
He (hotly)—The miserable slander-
ers! I'll sue them in a court of law!'
I won't stand it! I'll horsewhip 'ern!'
She—But, my dear, all that will
make talk, and it will get into the
newspapers besides.
He—I don't care; I won't be lied
about that way.
She—You needn't be, my darling
I'll make Over my share to my broth'
ens and slide's, and let everybody
know it.
He—Um—er—never mind. WU
cares what people say? I don't.
Y. Weekly.
Need of Haste.
On my way to the village the ()thee
evening I met a married friend run-
ning homewards at top speed with
curious looking parcel, which he car-
ried very gingerly.
"Halloa, Jim!" I said, "why this
hurry?"
He did not sop, bUt shOnted as 114
ran:
"New hat for the wife, Will. Run.
fling home it's out of fashion."
Art, with a Big "A."
Overheard Outside the Picture
Show. She—We must get a cane-
catalogue, dear.
He (thinking of the shilling)—
What's the use of that!
She—Why, we shan't know what




she? They say she is going to mane
Charles—I shouldn't like to be i
* idow's second husband.
"Well, I'd rather be a widow's





He—The minister gave a stirrins
address on the extravagance of some
women.
She—Yes; and there sat his wife,
right in the the front pew, with a
new three-guinea hat on.—Cassell's.
A Glad Pee-ling, Too.




Parishioner—That makes only six
Minister—Well, do you think I did
It for nothIng?—nt-Bits.
Must Do That.
Mar. Subbubs—My new neighbor lea
great borrower.
Mrs. Citiman—And does she never
return anything?
Mrs. Subbube—Only my visits.--Chl-
cage Sun.
Necessary.
Artist—You'd be surprised if you
knew the amount of time spent on
that picture.
Friend—Yes; I hear that people
stand in front of it for hours trying to
make out what it is.--Cassell's.
Medical Methods.
Young Doctor—It would be all Mgt%
to charge him $50 ir my diagnosis had
been correct, but it wasn't.
Oil Dolitor—Ah, then charge him
5100 —Judge.
Formidable.
Of Asia We have little fear,
But when Matilda carols
We reel that we have-with us here
The worst of yeller-perils.
—Washington Star.
FORCE OF HABIT.
Fuller Trouble—How did yer first
omit& ter be a tramp?
Fuller Woe—Well. yer see, I had em
automobile, an' I had ter walk home
PO often dat I got used to it..—Philse
delphia Bulletin.
Frigid Folks.




"As a house warming it was a failure.
Too many Boston people there."—Chi-
cage Sun.
Conscientious.
Young Wife—What's the trouble?
Why do you sit on the edge of the
chair?
Husband—Well, dear, you know we
are buying it on the installment plan.
and that's all I feel entitled to.—Life.
The Cheapest Contributions.
"I have nothing but: praise for our
new minister."
"So I noticed when the plate catne
round."—Tit-Bits.
Reversed,
A.—So you married in haste and re-
pented at leisure'
B.—No; I married at leisure and re-
pented in hrote.—Cassell's.
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED. I
The Famous American Philosopher
Was the Rage of the French
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little In liberal ideas, wrote John
Hay, in "Franklin in France" in Cen-
tury. So powerful was the vast im-
pulse of free thought that then inthe
enced the mind of France—that sun
ceptible French mind that always an-
swers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human aspiration—that
even the illighest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as if they were only a new game
for their amusement, not knowing
what was to them the terrible import
of those words. It became very much
the accepted thing at court to rave
about Franklin. The young and love-
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural science to talk with him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristide* and
Phocion.
It is sad to think of the utter us
conscloueness of these amiable aristo-
crats. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was a portent and a
prophet to them. He was incarnate
democracy, and they petted him
They never imagined that in showering
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were sowing
the wind which would ripen in an aw-
ful harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de-
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of these ovations to the
great democrat. There was one saga-
cious head that was wisely shaken
over these indiscretions while they
lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Aus-
tria, brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when hie, sister re-
buked his coolness on the American
question, replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of a royalist"
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than 'the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found himself the honored
guest of royalty, his thenghts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
when his father used to quote to him
in the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise man, "Ikea thou a
man diligent in his bushman? He shall
stand before kings." The old sage
heard the echo of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century, and a
new and strange light as of prophecy
fulfilled, illumined the immortal
words. Surely no man ever lived more
diligent tn his business. Surely no
man ever stood, with more of the In-
nate dignity of upright manhood, be
fore kings.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Tailor Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not So Often
"There are fewer well dressed men
In Broadway at the present time than
I have known for several years," said
an uptown tailor, reports the Sun. "At
the same time there are more well
dressed men in New York sow than
ever, because there are more men here
than ever, but the good dressers art
net on street parade.
"You find them at the clubs, at the
places of amusement The day of the
Broadway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take a stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon when the
weather man has made good on his
torecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
well dressed men than any other city
In this country there was more leisure
in New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too‘much engrossed with his
business to idle In front of the hotels
or on'the corners.
"When he is at business he appears
in business attire. When he quits
business he disappears from the street
ane comes out in proper attire else
weere later in the day.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
forthrly is that the turnout in the
street is more mixed. We have men
from all parts of the country. They
are var.ouely arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the crush the well dressed
man Is not as conspicuous as he used
to be
"At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off so many
of the properly attired the good dress-
ers had it all their own *ay. In that
day one could get the styles by watch-
ing the procession."
No Danger.
"Now, Mr. Newcome," the., vestry-
man, who was decidedly low "church,"
said to the new rector, "there's one
thing we demand of our rector; there
must be no surplice here---"
"Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr
Newcome, "there's no danger of that
on the salary you pay."—Philedelphia
Press.
The Divine .Afflatus.
Poet—Have you sent the boys out
for the afternoon?
Wife —Yes, dear.
Poet—Have you spread a mattress
on the floor for the cook to drop
dishes on?
Wife—Yes.
Poet—Well, then, gag the baby and
go up to your room, and I'll write a
poem.—Town Topics.
Had One.
"You den't happen to have a five-
dollar bill about you, do you?"
"Cart I borrow it for, a few days"
"Will you promise faithfully to pay
it?"
"Sure."
"All right; here it is; it's a bill
for a cord of wood I bought last
week."—Houston Post.
Fate.—
They met. Though perfect strangers,
They Instantly stood still,
Per be was a may-killer.
And she was dressed to kill.
—Puck.
CANE PREPARED.
Mrs. Nix—I don't believe your story,
sir!
Limpet—I was afraid so, lidy; but
my friend. Alfred Davey, are, he's a
commissioner for oaths, an' for a
tanner he'll swear me, mum!
Stung!
There once was a bulldog named Caesar
Saw a oat and he thought he would taesar.
But the cat was too fly
And she scratched out an eye;
Now Caesar just saesar and fluesar.
—Philadelphia Press.
An Infallible Sign.
"You left her very abruptly," said
one woman.
"Yes," answered the other. "As soon
as she started with.: 'I wouldn't tell
you this if I weren't your true friend,'
( knew she was going to be disagree-
able, so I came away."—Washington
Star.
Impossible.
Photographer—Try and look pleas-
ant, please!
Farmer Jones—Get out! This pic-
ture is fer some relatives that want
to come and stay • month with mel—
Judge.
A Doubtful Compliment.
Margaret—I wonder if Mr. Smartly
meant to give me a left-banded com-
pliment?
Rita—Why?
Margie—He said these artificial
flowers I am wearing just match my
bair.—Tit-Bits.
A Good Thing.
"You say her father is anxious to
have you in the family?"
"Anxious doesn't express it."
"How did you achieve that?"
"I let him win a hundred from me
at poker last week."—Houston Post.
Ono Woman's Solution.
The Advanced One—Thousands of the
poor practically freeze to death every
year.
The Rich One—Dreadful! Why don't
those people go south for the winter?—
Town Topics.
For Business Wear.
The College Boy—Dad, I think
tackle the Wall street game as soon as
I get my sheepskin.
The Old Man (dryle)—Well. I believe
.that's the proper apparel for young 'two
In that district.—Puck.
Casts in the Suburbs.
"Did Buffington marry some one of
his pwn station?"
an Olsonhurst lady. The next
station out, you know."—Puck.
The Handi.m.p.
Mrs. litcon—Can a man who speaks
seven different languages ' taik an
more than any other man?
Mr. Bacon—No: not-14--he4-married!
—Yonkers Statesman.
Why She Wouldn't Have Him.
"There is a man I woultirVt marry
if he had $4d.00 .000."
"He isn't no awfully homely."
"I know It. but he has a wife now."
—Chicago Record-Herald.
IIt Is !Better and Cheaper Than the
Liquid Variety, Say Bee-
. keepers.
L Bee keepers are ilow trying to edu-
cate the American housekeeper in the
wisdom of buying honey, In solid
form. 
..... .
i "The ignorance on this simple sub-
ject is so general," said an expert on
bees and honey, "that the majority of
women, seeing part of a bottle' or
I comb of honey granulated or sugary,
will refuse to purchase it, thinking it
has been adulterated with glucose.
i "As a matter of fact, while honey
'which has been mixed with other sub-
stanoeir may retain its liquid form in-
definitely, all that is absolutely pure
I 
will granulate in time. Some kinds
are slower than others, but if placed
in a cool atmosphere most varieties
will become perfectly solid in about
two weeks.
"Heretofore, in an effort to sell
their extracted honey, bee keepers
have been subjecting it to a great
heat and sealing it, while hot, in air-
tight bottles. Thus treated, it will
ain in the liquid form, which is
pleasing to the average housewife, for
a long time, especially if kept on the
shelves of a heated store, as is usual-
ly the case. Often, however, this
'honey has been taken from the store-
Irooms of large apiaries in solid form,
land melted before being bottled.
1 "It was the difilculty which bee
i keepers experienced in preventing thealfalfa honey from granulating that
made them think of educating the
public up to the point of buying it in
a block. This is the honey made from
the alfalfa of Colorado and the west,
and it granuiates so readily that it is
a hard matter to keep it in the liquid
state for any length of Urn..
"Honey in solid form is cheaper,
because the expensive bottling proc-
ess is not necessary, and it is easier
to handle and ship. The honey' is
poured into molds of the desired size
and shape in a cellar where the tem-
perature is 45 degrees, or lower, and
nature is allowed to take its course.
"When thoroughly hardened, it is
wrapped in oiled paper to keep it air-
tight and placed in a pasteboard box
with an outer covering of paper. We
had some honey wrapped like this on
our shelves, subjected to the. heat of
the atmosphere all last summer, and
except that the outer surface of the
block became slightly moist, It re-
mained intact. Granulated honey
sells at 21 cents for 20 ounces
"While any honey will remain in
liquid form all winter if knit in a
warm room, adulterated honey will
not granulate. The housekeeper who
buys this sweet in a solid block,
therefore, has ODO of the best proofs
possible that it is absolutely pure
"To reduce It back to liquid she has
only to cut off the desired amount
and melt it, the same as she would do
with maple sugar."
The Band No Criterion.
Bacon—You can't tell how good
regiment Is by the band.
Egbert—No, and the same thing is
true of a cigar—Yonkers Statesman.
The Recipe of the Passe.
Maude—And what, in your opinion,
Is the proper time for a girl to marry?
a
Miss Fortyodde—The first time she
is sked.—Judge. 
Sure Sign. •
Madge—Why do you thipk. she has '
passed the age of 30?
Millicent—Because she invariably
says "us girls."—Puck. 4 • " •
EY IN SOLID FORM.
GEESE KILLED IN FUGHT.
Whole Flocks of Wild Fowl Some-
times Meet with Death in
Winter Storms
The large black headed gooses is a
strong, hardy bird, generally remain-
ing on its own native water until tits
Ice forms firmly. In the south it is
only • visitor for the winter months.
Born on some lake beyond the north-
ern watershed, or perhaps on some in-
let in Hudson bay or the Arctic ocean,
Its heart is ever loyal to the land of
its birth.
Sometimes, wlen the cold weather
sets in Late up north, as in all probe-
Witty it has this year. the wild geese
suffer from their devotion to their na-
tive place. They may at this late sea-
son fly right Into a streak of real win-
ter, with ariving snow to blind their
vision and bitter frost to halt their
•
If there is storm their way leads
right through it, until the leader's eyes
are closed by the freezing of the snow
about the head or Its feathers become
too heartly weighted. When the ieget
luta gone and the birds are wearied it
is easy to see how misieeding I. nisch
of the talk about the leading* of an
extra sense. Like a ship without a
rudder the V-shaped flock will make
for and pull up in most dangerous and
ill suited places.
Once a flock came tumbling into the
street of an esstera township's vii-
age, where the half blinded things be-
^ame the easy prey of the boys and
dogs of the place.
In another place a farmer chanced
one spring Co find the frozen carcaszei
of more than 30 fine 'Pere in _a 'lift
in one of the fen& corners. The 1-Ads
hnel evidently come to earth in wirae
blinding storm anti, imagining thsy
were nearing water. found Instead the
hard, snow covered ground.
There are several instances recorded
of flocks of geese in a storm runnIng
full tilt into the ends or sides of fa.-m
buildings. A large brood thaw at full
speed against the rigging bf the whal-
ing steamer Dart recently off the New.
found!and coast. A damp. snow-lad^n
wind was blowing at the time, and 11
dead or dying geese fluttered on to the
deck, the others alighting in a half
dead condition upon the waves.
A more pleasing story is Of domes-
tic geese in a large, well-appointed
farmyard hailing a passing drove of
22 black bills. The strangers cams
cicewn and followed their tame rela-
tives into the stable, where they have
since stayed.
One on Taft.
Manager—Now. for Oak; position we
require a man who has a large acquain-
tance. .
ApplicantWell, I'm acquainted with







Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. in. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
in, and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. tn., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m,
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers.
composite car, observation car, etc..
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man steeper leaves Louisville at 7:43p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through steeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. in,
.11 WHIM' Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st,
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
ind returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Hornet," rather Fsndsornely it.
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any 'agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1111nols Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cass and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vickaburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Ork_azie Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, 6ne
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship railings from New
Orkans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orisons.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new omen
liner, twin-serevr, nineteen knot
3. 3. Prince Archie
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis front Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Metric° and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leaveChicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb..23rd, for Mexico and California, thelast to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entiretrips made in sperial private ve5ti-bule trains of finest Yullmans, withdining car service. Fascinating tripscomplete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-sions to California. Excursion carsthrough to Los Angeles and SanFransisco as follows: Via New Or-leans and the Southern Routes ev-ery Friday from Chicago; every 'ruesday from Cincinnati and Louirorillsvia Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-ery Wednesday from Chicago.Full Particulars concerning all ofthe above can be had of, agents ofthe Illinois Central and camectinglines or by adereseittg either of theundersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P, A.. ancinnuti.F. W. Harlow, D. P. A•Ip Louis-ville,
John A., Scott, A. G. P. A., Meatphis.
A.. HANSON, P.- 1% M.,
Chicago.
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One Man at Least Who Wishes
They Had Never Been TWO THAT PERFORM REGULAR-
Invented.
_ Telephones, they say, are respon-
&le for more broken engagements
and bored husbands than any "other e
one thing. A set of men smoking
after dinner at one of the clubs this
week said so, anyway, and several of
Vim are In a way of knowing. One
ta literally on the verge of breaking
01 his engagement because the girl in-
%ists upon calling him up at least
three times a day, and if he isn't
where she thinks he should be at
that hour she trails him until he is
located, says the New York Telegram.
His most strenuous game of bridge
is broken into at the club by her call
on the phone; he is made to leave the
ticker to hear her dulcet voice amid
the shouts of operators on the floor
of the exchange to ask if he still loves
fier. As though this were not enough,
4she call him in the morning before he
goes downtown, and if ever there was
• man on the verge of riot it is this
one.
The curious part of it is the girl,
.sprho is old enough to know better,
cannot be made to realize that sa-
tiety is fatal and that, no matter how
such a man may care for her, he does
t enjoy the sentiment during bust-
ass hours. Moreover, he does not
re to have the yoke wired on, not
n by telephone, and women who
prone to do this will do well to
p the fact and let the man feel
, even if he isn't
As for bored husbands: When they
called at the office or afterward
every time they are late coming home,
Or when the office boy is called upon
by an irate or distracted wife to fur-
gash information, the men after a bit
rew hot In that region of the anatomy
known as the collar. But many wives
seem to be oblivious to the effect end
trouble reigns in the household.
Fixed and immovable habits of de-
votion, by the way, sometimes have
• _their drawbacks. A certain man who
%as been married for mare than forty
ears has called his wife at noon on
phone every day without fail from
office since telephones were first
tailed. He does not care if she is
at home to answer, but he wishes
find out if all is right or if she
she. anything. There have been
• when for one reason or another
was delayed for an hour or more
calling. If his wife is at home on
t day she almost dies of nervous
tratIon. for she is certain that
°thing has happened to him. He
either falls* dead of heart fail-
ure or has been crushed beneath the
wheels of an automobile and she has
!been a widow in her mind many time(
over when the bell tinkles for his call
and serenity is restored.
0 REMAINS TO BE PROVEN.
Colloquy of Two Ancients Which
Was Prophetic of Modern
Conditions.
Concerning this treaty, then, said
Karpicus. was it not made with Carlo.
Morales?
Of • truth, be answered. relates the
New York Tribune, I believe it was.
And was not Carlos Morales the
chief of state of the Dominican repub•
lic?
Yes, truly! What you Imply Is nol
to be denied.
Then what shall we say? Is it not
quite certain that the sole object of the
treaty was to keep Morales perpetually
at the head of the state? And should
we not therefore reject It?
ineeee, it might seem so, Kartecus
be said, were it not that Morales has
now betaken himself to flight and by
his own act is no longer chief.
In that case, said Karpicus, shall we
not affirm—nay, shali we not even he;
ready to swear by the nine gods of
war—that we have made • treaty with
chaos?
I do not follow you in that, he re-
plied. for, although Morales is indeed
gone, the government remains un-
moved, and it exhibits unchanging loy-
alty to the treaty.
But, then, if the *.eaty did not avail
to keep Morales in his place, should we
not, for that reason, reject it?
By Zeus! Karpicus! he exclaimed,
you must be what those who are to
exist about 23 centuries hence will
a crank! For, first, thinking the treaty
was a cinch for Morales, you wonia
•• therefore condemn it; and now, per
ceiving it was no cinch at all for Mo-
ra' B. you would also on that account
equally condemn It!
Yes, saht Karpicus, that is so, for I
am "agin' the administration," and
11/ is fitting that I should swat it both s-
e coming and a-going!
But at that he swung his well-
;reeved leg and Kicked Karpicus 13
parasangs into the middle of next
week.
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
Animals Seem to Enjoy the Fan as




Vera Zessulich, who was expelled
from Russia, has for many years been
AL one of a group of leaders who, from
Geneva and other capitals, have been
directing the socialist propaganda in
Russia and who, it is said, brought
about the present crisis there. She
once attempted the life of the much.
dreaded General Trepoff,)Iather of the
present general, and was the first
woman revolutionist who ever shot at
an Officer in Russia.
Trouble for the Tender Heart.
"Yes," said the man gently, "I al-
ways feel better after the old women
leave the trolley car. It makes ins
'uncomfortable to sit and see
hanging on to the, straps."—ladianap-
oils Sentinel.
The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domes-
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, es-
pectally, from their long association
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can, be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or base
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they are in their charges,
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their bur-
den. Other feats that these faithful
creatures often perform are: "Beg-
ging," "rolling over," walking and danc-
ing on their bind legs, and jumping over
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in untamtening gates or let-
ting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever seen performed by horses is
the high diving by "King" and "Queen."
These two beautiful animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish muzzles, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
groomed, as such valuable animals
should be.
It is said that they were both kept in
pastures on the opposite sides of a river,
the bank on the side on a bich King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water, both animals had always shown
a fondness for the water, and one would
often make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join its mate. From
watching this performax.ce was con-
ceived the idea of training them to ex-
hibit in public, an Idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
A "knock-down" staging was con-
structed, and is,carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
it has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 ltet above the water
about two feet below the top platform
Is a small one, on vAich the horses
place their feet just before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies
may take • more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They require about 12 feet of water
In which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit is dug, and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and in this
improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice dally—in the afternoon and even-
ing.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen first,
is led to the foot of the incline. With a
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the
top of the staging, looks over to see if
the course is cleat, then without hesita-
tion drope her fore feet to the small plat-
form and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the bead thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock is not unduly
great. They are under water from three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and more
deliberate than Queen; he goes up the in-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top tc
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying apparently to attract
attention to himself. He makes the
more graceful dive of the two, keeping
his fore feet straight, while Queen haR
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
as they come from the water they are
rubbed dry, covered with blankets, and
let U. the stable, where they are careful-
ly groomed.
Occasionally we find some one whc
thinks it is cruel to "make" horses dive
from such a height; but the fact is that
they do not appear to dislike it at all,
and they certainly like to be in the
water. How much more fortunate are
they than many of their kind that have
to do the hardest sort of work from
morning until night, and often
upon scanty or tnsufficient rations!
These horses have the best of care, the
best of food, and plenty of exercise, and
apparently are in the best of health and
humor. They have been exhibited from
the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and In
Europe.
Love's Labor Lost
The automobile rushed down the
road—huge, gigantic, sublime. Over
the fence hung the woman who works
hard and long—her husband is at the
cafe and she has 13 little ones. (An un-
lucky number.) Suddenly upon the
thirteenth came the auto, unseeing, slew
him, and hummed on unknowing. The
woman who works bard and long rushed
forward with hands*. hands made rough
with toil, upraised. She paused and
stood inarticulate--a goddess, a giantess.
Then she hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: .."Mon Dieu! And
I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris.
Of Conroe It Was.
A wedding ceremony had come to a
close. The 'mother sniffed convulsively,
and the Wilde dabbed her pretty eyes
with a handkerchief. One of the brides-
maids was also affected to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a grooms-
ISM of the -bridesmaid; "it's not your
ding " The girl looked at him scorn-
"That's the feason, you stupid!"
she sigh04.—Tatler.
TRAITS OF INHERITANCE.
In Books as Well as in Life There
Are Certain Strong Family
Resmeblance.
One may imagine an artist attempt
hag, on a wager, to paint a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow,
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber Cooper, in the Bookman. In the
same way one may imagine a nov-
elist writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their preseut
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain,
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story' must
concern itself with traits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a living reality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no pnomptings from Dar-
win in order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in a family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back in the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
in some of our best English novels,
kin "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The
Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen,
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us say,
is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is based upon an
intelligent observation of life it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heredity for you,
like logarithms, down to the tenth
decimal. You are free to work it 04
for yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources, to conjecture about
her many things which the author
never once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as well
as in real life, there are certain fain-
tly resemblances that are never no-
ticed until pointed out by some con-
parative stranger.







Slowly they walked In the twilight
—he and she. writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
He was no longer in the heydey of
youth.
Time, however, bad laid light hands
upon him. So had his barber, hilt
oftener and more artistically, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radiant maiden,
known to the regular frequenters of
Spotcash A Co.'s great emporium of
trade as the girl at the robbon counter.
"Miss Mildred," he said, with a sort
of premonitory cough, "let us suppose
a case."
"A case of what kind, Mr. Mate-
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or rem-
nants ?"
"Let us not talk shop, Miss Mil-
dred. If 'case' suggests business I
will vary the phrase. Let us consid-
er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an assumption, a postu-
late, a working basis, or an Idea taken
for granted, for the purpose ot laying
a foundation, establishing a proposi-
tion, or demonstrating a fact. Get
the idea?"
"0, yes' anybody can understand
that V there more ef it?"
"There is. Some day, my dear girl,
you expect to marry somebody."
"Is that the- hypo—hypo--"
"No; that is one of the eternal
verities. Every pretty girl expects to
marry somebody. Mere is the hypoth.
eels: Suppose some man, slightly
past the becoming period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possession
of health, strength, and all his Intel-
lectual faculties—"
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one.
Suppose some such man as I am de-
scribing, not at all ill looking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in. love with you,
Miss Mildred—"
"And offer you his hand and heart
—410 you think you could learu to
love him?"
They walked along a block or two
in silence.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
"Feels a little as if it were going
to 9003V, doesn't it, Miss McGinnis?"
he
Strong Argument.
Worcester, England, has refused to
give the government a site for a cav-
alry barracks, though onekof the city
coencilmen used a strtSwg argument.
He urged that the presence of 1,600
solders in, town would and the pre-
veiling scarcity there of female do-
meiotic servants.
IMMENSE WEALTH OF SOME
AMERICAN MILLIONAIRES.
C. 1,-•••*'-f with Ail His Vaunted
Wealth Was Poor by Com-
parison with Modern
Capitalists.
The great fortunes that have sprains
up so amazingly in this country durine
recent decades to-day, in the opinion ol
many serious thinkers, constitute a
menace to our national well-being, says
Cleveland Moffett, in writing of "The
Shameful Misuse of Wealth," in Success
Magazine. Without these great for-
tunes there would be no reign of luxury
in America, no flaunting of feasts and
follies, no riot of extravagance; with
them we may expect all the evils that
have in previous ci -ilizations attended
upon enormous riches. And many of
these evils, as we have already seen, are
actually with us.
It is admitted that we are the richest
people in the world to-day--the richest
people the world has ever seen. The
vaunted wealth of Croesus is estimated
at only 08,000,000, but there are 70 Amer-
ica estates that average $36,000,000 each.
As showing the rapid growth of individ-
ual fortunes in this country there is
interest in a list of rich men—printed in
'SW—according to which New York city
at that time boasted only 28 million-
aires. And a pamphlet published some
years earlier says that in 1846 Philadel-
phia could show only ten estates valued
at a million or more, the richest being
that of Stephen Girard, which reached
$7,000,000. In contrast to which in 1892
there were over 200 millionaires in Phil-
adelphia.
As to New York city, the numper of its
millionaires, according to best informa-
tion, is over 2,000, while the number of
millionaires in the United States is at
least 5,0000, or half the total number in
the world. There is one family alone,
at the head of which stands the richest
and most powerful man in the world,
John D. Rockefeller, and the wealth of
this family is estimated at a thousand
million dollars, a sum so huge that ths
human mind quite fails to grasp it, a
sum so huge that if at the birth of Christ
Mr. Rockefeller had begun making 3
dollar a minute and had let these dol-
lars accumulate day and night for all
these centuries, he would not yet, In
1906, have amassed a thousand million
dollars. And if Mr. Rockefeller should
to-say turn this wealth into gold coin
and take it out of the country, say into
Canada, he would carry across the bor-
der three times as much gold as would
then remain in the United States. Nor
would he carry it himself, for the
weight of it would be 1,750 tons. And if
he loaded it on the backs of porters,
each man bearing his own weight in
solid gold (say 150 pounds) it would re-
quire 23.000 men to move it. And if they
walked ten feet apart the line of them
would reach 44 ranee and would occupy
15 hours in passing a given point. None
of which takes any account of the daily
interest on this fortune, which interst,
if paid in gold, would require the
strength of seven men to carry it, for it
would weigh a thousand pounds. Such
are the riches of a single family!
IN THE LEGAL FIRMAMENT.
Rising Star That Was Going to
Dazzle Some of the Slow
Movers.
The Chicago drummer who was ar-
rested for assaulting the lantilord of a
South Dakota hotel 'found that there
was only one lawyer in the' village and
that he had already been retained by
the plaintiff. In this emergency, re-
lates the Cleveland Plain laealer, he de-
murred to being tried, as he was not
lawyer enough to plead Ws- own case.
but the justice of the peace calmly re-
plied;
"This court will see that you have all
your rights. Anybody seen Jim Peters
around here?"
"He's out doors." answerod some one.
"Then call him in.'"
Jim turned out to be a long awl
lathy farmer's hired man. arid not at all
bright looking, and as he entered the
room his honor queried:
"Jim, which end of the cow gets up
first?"
"The hinder end, sir."
"And a horse?"
"The fronter end.''
"All right. This drummer has given
Joe Harris a black eye and wants a
lawyer to prove that Joe ran ag'in the.
door casing and blacked it himself. I'll
app'int you as his counsel."
"But I'm no lawyer."
"But you've got common sense, as
you've just proved, and that's better yet.
Go right ahead."
Jim went ahead, and in ten minutes
he had the other side so tangled up that
his honor laid his spectacles aside and
said:
"No use to go any further. There may
have been a row, and probably there
was a row. but Jim Is getting randy to
prove that the landlord was out in the
barn and the drummer across the street
and there's no use Wittig up the time
of this court. I'll divide the costs and
the parties had better 'shake hands,
while as for Jim Peters, he's a riving
star that will continue to rise until It
won't be considered no crime around
here to jump another man's claim and




A traveling man(received the follow-
ing telegram from his wife:
"Twins arrived to-night. , More by
MAIL"
He went at once to the neareal office
and sent the following reply:
"I leave for home to-night. If more
come-by mail send to dead letter Mike."
Magssim. -




The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school_ city, was
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gel,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearsons, in Ceti-
tury. There wers 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
it with various pro.isiona against dis-
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable disere-
Hon in the election of their officers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
of twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
it meant to her to be mayor of Han-
cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct They must be
clean and neat in their dress and
habits. They must keea the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is a great task. Aren't you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Finn, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and if that does no good I shall pun.
lab them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
is put Into the hands of the pupils
The teachers give instruction, and
advice when it is needed, and the ul-
timate responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them-
selves, although there is an author
ity above them, just as a grown-ur
city governs itself, although the legis
lature may at any time revoke Ito
charter.
In fact, there is more real self-gov-
ernment in these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Foe
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-athoihe vote, no political ma-
chine or boss.
There is no graft In the school city,
no boodle on the council, no "under-
standing" between the police and
wrongdoers. The ten-year-old judge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ab-
solutely incorruptiole. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
is plastic, open to the full force of
considerations of right and justice and
free • from commercial _motives and
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the duties of
citizenship. The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recog-
nition of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitations for the
public good. Respect for law and au-
thority is developed. The sense of
justice is strengthened and the judicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have been excellent in
every way. .tioth conduct and schol-
arship are greatly improved. Disobe-
dience is pulled up by the roots. Pub-
lic sentiment ranges itself on the side
at law when the public makes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov-
ernment, but as an injury and ar
suit to the community. Even the
most disorderly schools have been re-
duced to good con,±tiet by the institie
tion of school city.
'phones 240 at retidene. Office hours
Breaking the Trail.
Winter in the mountains is severe
in its restrictions. Sledging and travel
over the snow-banked trails are lim-
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them clown.
When the runners sing intermittent.
ly in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with k belt tight 'round his overcoat
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat.
tie and a venture with a sudden
termination haneing just above
Thousands of tons of snow Up the
mountain sides hang on a trigger
that can be sprun,e by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling ff a pine cone,
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win-
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
man.—Outing.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most curious 'almshouee in
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies live
actually in the church, which is a fine
old building dating from 1680. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as Icing as almshouses exist
The old ladies have two neat little
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gas. At one end of the church
is the chapel, where daily services are
held. The choir stalls are beautifully
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church stands
In a quiet little square.
Last Addition.
"This fiat le, so fearfully smell,"
complained the applicant. "Do you
think we could get enough breath in
It to live on?"
"O, yes!" said the agent. "It is
thoroughly provided 4ith compressed
alr."-JDetroit Free Press.
k
7 to g a. ro.t, I to 3 p. m., 7 to g
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 305 Broadway—Phone /SO.
Residence, 879 Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS'
Rooms so, is and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, salll
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32,
Paducah, ;, Kentucky.
 41••••••••••MNININI11.110111.1•11•J
E. H. PURY leAR,
ATTORNE -AT-LA W,
Rooms 5 and b Register Building.







A. S. DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GFtEGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah,. Ky.,
ROOTI1 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 1r4. Old Phone ,r3.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residei.ce.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET ,
Both Phones 3s5
Office hours 8 to to a. m., I to 3
p.m.. and 7 to g p.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rivei Pack-
et company—the cheapest and ben
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Pio:m(1
Trip to 1 eooessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure,. comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5p. rn.
For other information apply to his.
K °ger, superintendent; Frank
Brown, agent
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
opp.c. iso minrrif FIFTH
TFLEPTIONE3












CITY LIGHTS ABOUT THE PEOR THE RIVERS For Vaults, Mbnuments and General Cemetery Work Um
GUARANTEE
Is. attached to every
Prescription whinah
Levee sea stoic, teat
it is comnounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is










Tueeday Morning, -Jan. 30, 1906.
LOCAL NEWS
—Fair and milder weather is the
promise for today. Yesterday was
almost springiike.
—The Young Ladies' aiciety of the
a First Presbyterian church meets to-
morrow afternoon at the pastor's
study. -
Mrs. E. L.. Whitesides, ocstopath.
Ire Broadway; 'Phones, Old wt.
efw, 761:.
—Duleng the heavy tog of yester-
tiay mooring before 8 o'clock street
cars Nos. 55 and 56 came tegether
near Eleventh and Trimble streets,
smashing the vestibule o fthe latter
'smashing the vestibule of the latter
—State President C. Z. Aud, of
the Kentucky NI:dical society, has
s le-tined! the Peduceat society that he
. wiH be 'here February 15th to meet_are esah them.
—Three toughs bearded. the I. C.* I paesenger train at Metropolis Sun
day afternoon and tried to ride toPaducah without pitying. After a
pitched hand to hand fight ConductorBlaney and Flagman Bryant threw
them off and came on with the train
that was stoptd in he woods for the• ejectment.
—Pitcher Alonzo Hedges had ar-
ranged to go back to Springfield, Ill.,Three I league this seasoa.
—Sunday morning at a o'clock
Cheek Clerk F. F, Coswell, of theI. C. yards, got into a refrigeratorca- to check over the ccintents whenthe door swung too and the auto-matic latch caught securely on the,hasp, making hint a prisoner. It waso o'clock, five hours later, before hewas found by an inspector, who hap-pened by and heard hie yells for help—C. A. Meyers store, the Ballardcounty bank, and Shaw's .hotel weredestroyed by fire Sunday at Ban-dana, Ky., below here.
0.4e.se • e •seesTbie., electric. light company ispreparing to put in new globes forall its customers, free of charge.• —Tomorrow A. S. Miller, of thecounty, will be tried before JusticeCharles Emery on the charge of sell-ing property he had! mortgaged toPatairlsOrenslerIff, implement people., March 20th the annual meeting wifl• be held iit• Chic-ago of the executivecodrmittete for the National Brother-lembd of Railway- Carmen's union, andMr. Quincy, Wallace of here Sunday• rrseivel Word to that enact. He is' cretary and treasurer of the com-mittee that considers important trusi--:•1•'`"°: nest: during this session.
• —NTT. Ernest Bean and wife have anew girl baby at their home.
--Live coals, jit the asapile besidethe house of C. Morrison, colored,of 532 South Seventh street, set fireto .the building Sunday at noon, but‘eati put out with little loss. ,
—Many pink carnations, were wornyeeterday 'here, in observance of theanniversary of the birth of the late
President lifirKinley.
Mr. L P. Holland, the tie man,aa-nt to Lietcheind, yesterday.
.Judge Win. Marble was in Prince-
ton on legal business yesterday.
Mee. Willis- Morgeo and daughter







For Torpid Liver and Malaria.
WE HAVE OBTAINED FROM
M. BETTIE SOULE THE ?ETV
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
THESE WELL KNOWN AND EX-
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND
NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
ORIGINAL FORM, AS INTRO-
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
BY THE LATE Dr. NELSON
SOULE. 25C EACH.
R. W. WALKER & CO.
Druggist Fifth and Broadway.
MR. EDGAE SUBMITTED PROP
°SITIO I TO THE CITY
ees,IFICIALS.
His Figures allow the Plant Can Be
Made Ple..ty Large for the
Small Sum of $8,850.
In pursuise their attempts do
something"' roserding the . electric
heisting &per - ment of this city, the
light committoi front the joint Mu-
nicipal legisla ve boards last even-
ing held a Int.. mg at the general-es-
senaily .chamb. e in tlte city ball for
the purpose uf heariegefigures sub-
Mined to them by :air. George B.
Edgar, of Ciroin•nati, tepreseretative
of the Fort Na ayne Electric Weeks
of Fort Wearer-Ind, tie came herz
at the instance of the authorities to
have a coufe• --- and inform the
ofheists -firer N , they taiiiter—iita
crease anti reeab.litate the pees ia
city power grouse on Madison street
bctween„Ninth and Tenth so it could
supply the demand.
At present the say has 165 arc
lights, they being the "open arc" va-
riety, which is the kind with globes
open et the top. There is ne.ed for
200 lights, but the present plant will
not fureisii sufficient power for same,
so the authorities are considering
either enlarging the power house or
letting a contract to the light and
power company of this city to fu er -
the current and maintain the pub-
li lights, that concern agreeing to
a • so for $62 per year per light, this
tote to be reduced as more lights
are strung. -1
Mr. Edgar's firm is one of the
biggest and most important in the
country, furnishing all kinds of elec-
trical (nolo In his first proposition
to the committee last night he agreed
to furnish three 8o arc light dynamos
smiler to those now used here, also
200 double carbos open arc lamps,
with globes like those now used, andother station apparatus, together
with service of an expert to install
the dynamos, that are of the latest
type. This would make the mini-
mum capacity of the plant 240 lights
and ma:eleven of 265. He agrees to
furnish rhailabove for $6,600.
The eau; d proposition includes
inetallatiola of two go light arc dy-
SAMOS, for enclosed or long burning
arc lamps, 4.5 ampere, this including
cost of red-Wading oresene dynamo.
He will- ship iinnish aso enclosed or
other cc , material, together
long burnitt s with globes andar 
with trIt.toett's services, all delivered
and set up for $8,850. The enclosed
arc burns from 125 to 135 hours
without trimming, this longevity be-
ihg occasioned by the globe come
plet ly encircling The carbon eo as to
prevent wind from blowing against
the carbon and thereby fanning the
electricity into more quickly eating it
up. These arcs are different from
the ones now in use, the latter being
open et"tte top. He says the sav-
ing imam t on account of the little
trimming* hececsary, and also length
of one burn per carbon. This second
proposition is for the direct current.
• The third proposition made was to
furnish °ewe alternating current dyna-
mo tvith;i50 K. W. capacity, also 250
alternating current enclosed arclamps, with necessary appurtenances
also three too light traneforneers, allfor $11,400.
He also agreed to sell the city a
Corliss engine with from 25o to 3oohorse power for $3,000.
The above propositions mean that
he will bring here and install the outfit at the price mentioned, but. herecommended that proposal No. a beaccepted as it will be more economi-
cal, and .he estimates reduce the costof the lights per year to the city of
little over $40 per light.
The caorr.nrittetatalked things over
with him at greaSaengtle but noth-ing !has yet been decided on. Mr.Humphrey, of St. Limis,,,estimates itwould take $ao,000 to put the plantin shape to care for 300 tights.
Mr. Edgar left this morning forhis home in Cincinnati, but left acopy of his proposition with the cornmatee, which win have other meeo-ings to look over same, while an-other conference with the light -corn-paily will be had and then some de-cision medic as to whether the cityContinues optrating her plain on anenlarged scale or whether the con-tract will be. giveir-thee private -COrporat-ion to care for the lights for tenyears.
Supt. Lief), of the public schools,will attend' the meeting of the de-partment of superintendence of theNational Educational associationFebruary 27th at „aottisville. It laststhree days.
Miss Hal-lie Quarles, of MaiEonMila is visiting Miss Daisy Dale atthe New Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Greco Dale of MaxonMill, are visiting Col, Bud Dale atthe hotel.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
;Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Glanders
Framed right up to date in fiee min-utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
!Miss Rubye Corbett goes to Frank-fort today for a week's visit.
Mr. Fred NficKuig•ht leaves the lastof this week for Memphis, Tenn.,
after spending ten days here with hisfather, Mr. J. W. NlicKnight,
Miss Elizabeth Dalian), of May-field, is Visiting Miss Mee Davis, ofNorth Fifth.
Miss Francis Coleman left yester-
day for a visit in Put-year, Tenn.
MT. George Powell has returnedfrom a drumming trite through Ken-
tucky and other places.
Col. and Mrs.',  John K. 'Hendrick
returned from Louisville last night.
Mr. Clyde Cooper leaves today fel-
NasanDle and Chattancafga, Tenn., on
a drumming trip.
MT. Alf Hendrick returned yester-
day from S,rrithland where he spentSunday.
Mr. Cecil' Lecey yesterday left for
New York to enter the school of artfor a several years course.
Mr. Will Hendrick came down yes-
terday from Stoithland 'or a several
days stay.
Mr. Joseph Blum, of Nashville,
llenn., was in the city yesterday cir-
culating among friends.
Hon. Mike Oliver has returned
from Benton where he spent Sunday.
Mk. Hugh Perkins, of New Orleans,
is in the city for a few days visiting
relatives.
M. John JI. Saunders, manager for
Dun's mercantile agency at Louis-
ville, arrived here last evening.
Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Southern Express company, arrived
last night.
Miss Ella .0hristian. of Bandana, is
visiting her cousin, Mrs. .15 G. Kone-
tzka, of Worth Sixth.
Miss Clara Goldsmith and Mrs. A.
M. Weil, of Evarteville, Ind., have re-turned home after visiting 'here.
Capt. Clark of West Broadway,
has returned front New Orleans.
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins has gone to
Cairo to visit Mrs. E. S. Breeze.
Mrs. Arch Sutherland, is in May-
field visiting her mother, Mrs. Dr.
Lawyer Lai Threlkeld is in SrifiTh-
land on legal business.
Mrs. L. A. Washington and chil- i





















The Eagle left here yesterdlay lot
Hickman after a tow of higs,
The Clifton has gone to the Ten-
nessee river after -a tow of ties. •
Yesterday Capt. Hans of Mobile.
Ala., bought the steamer J. F. Bock-
ham from Capt. Eerie:ton of Case-
Capt. Ham will use the boat
for towing purposes for the big
government contract he has at Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.
The steamer Clyde returned this
morning from the Tennessee river
and is now laying 'here. 4waiting un-
til 5 o'clock tomorrow afternoon be-
fore ektipping away-on her retura
that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gets away for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler. She comes back about it
o'clock.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back again to..
marrow.
The john S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville end leaving im-
mediately on her return for that city,
does not come again until Thursday.
The Peters Lee reached here yes-
terday bound for Caleinnati from
Memphis.
The Buttovff out for Clarksville
yesterday, and coming back tornior -
row leaves again inensediately for
Nashville.
Mr. George Parker left yesterday
for Cairo to locate, where he toill be
joined by his wife, after a .visit at
Union City, Tenn., where she went
yesterday.
Miss Mlayme ,Saynhatn yesterdas
returned from d short vieit to her
mother in Majefilaid.
' !Mrs William 'Smith, wife of the'Mrs. Joseph Fetter continues ins-' . .
ti .ngproving with her attack of pneu- pilot, is vat '
Louis.
Mks. George ' 
St 
son is visiting inmonia in her home, on Monroe near
\hayfield.Eleventh street.
The. condition of W. Wes Aenoid.
of Broad street, continues very pre-carious.
Mrs. Lem Jones is daily gettingover the effects of the operation per-
formed on her for appendicitis at the
private ward in Riverside hospital.
Squire Massie, of tile 'Woodville
section of the county, was ta the
city yesterday and'saisti 4disaghte r
Mrs. Rev. McCall was, nisch better.
She wet expected for a while to die
with pneurnrmia.
Clerk Klair Smith, of Tate's gro-
cery, is improving with his defective
eye that is diseased and in pretty
bad condition.
WAS MRS. MANGRU
Remains of Lady Carried Back to
Nashville, Tenn.
Word from Cairo yesterday morn-
ing was that the day before Mx. J.
0. Mans/rum of Nashajlle, and sister,
Mrs. Logan Trousdak of Alabama,
arrived at the Egyptian city below
and identified the remains of the
beautiful woman found floating in the
Ohio river, as those of Me. Man-strum', wife. The body was then
teloen home by the relatives who are
of the opinion that she was murdered
at Nashville, robbed of the $1,5no in
money and valuable *mond rings,
and 'body thrown into the river, float-
ing &even to Cairo.
HUMANE SOCIETY.
Officers Elected and Vigorous Cans.
paign Be Started.
The promoters of the Humane so-cietyea-if this city are preparing to be-gin y1-fibrous inauguration of theircommendable laxly that will lookafter the welfare of dumb brutes. Mt.W. F. 'Paxton has been selectedpresident, Rev. D. C. Wright firstvice President, Joseph L. Friedmansecond vice president, Cook Hus-bands secretary and Dick Rudytreasurer.
The body meets this week to electdinectore, end will probably adopt astheir by-laws, those used by the Ken-toaley Humane society.
DIED OF OLD AGE.
Mrs. Polly Gambill Passed Away at
Synisonis Section.
Sum)* there died at SyrnsoniaMrs. iPolly' Gafnbill, after alingering confinement with the in-firmatieli occasioned through old age.She was eig'h'ty-four years of ageand left two sons and three daugh-ters, all grown.
The remains were buried yesterdayin the Clsrlee river section of thecounty.
One Day Infant.
The one day old infant boy Of Mr.
Charles Crockett, of 627 South Fifth
'sweet. died Sunday and wits buried
in the afternoon at Oak Grove emir-tIry.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT — Two furnisilseil
rooms for light housekeeping—light,
heat and bath. Apply 1201) Jeffersor
street.
LOST—Brown left-hand kid glove
near Fourth and Broadway. 'Return
to Register office.
WANTED—Position as tow girt
or nurse. Address Edith fad, rare
The Register.
FOR RENT—Six- room' cottage,
No. t623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office_
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT Five room cottage
No aog South Fifth street, Feb. 1,
L. G. Orme.
FOR SALE—At once, • lot of up-
to-date office furniture anti type-
writer. Telephone 1663.
FOR RENT—Second floor apart-
ment of Rawleigh's flat, at Sixth and
Clay streets. Possession given Feb-
ruary 1st.
FOUND—Bunch of small keys.






Return of Last Season's Favorite
MARY EMERSON
In her new romantic drama
WILL '0 THE WISP
A worthy successor to "His Majesty







Children  25C• • v Adultp,  
A., 
. • • 50CNight•t‘ 25C, 50c. 75c and Ili ooSeats on sale Tuesday at 9 a. m.
GREEN0441VER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARK•gT for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS HS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
.....usesspissilionie-as
  • 
ell]M:NelleSq1N3[1\11
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE .GAS BILLS— sTHEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOWROOMS
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER. IS A WONDER.
D. Hannan ..41
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBINGBoth Phones 201. 132 S011112 P ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
go Chit I3uf fet- 4,
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietOr.
FINE OLD WINES. AND WHISKIES.Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for ss
Paducah Transfer Company
"(lacer Derated.)
General Cartage Business,Superior Facilities for OfficeHandling Freight, Machinery 2nd and:MonroeAnd Household Goods. Both 'Phones iiP. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil de Co''
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 7261 dimmi•simmes.N
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Audit' • Adjusting, Openingor Closing • As. Shortest andSimgdest Methods. Apply to




THE GLOBE BANK St, Th UST COI
Of Padue4h, Kentucky.
Capit*ii and Surplus $1155,Doo






• Steam and Hot Water beating.
Phone 133. 52 Broadway.
4.14.14H ++.1.H-1,444.+4.440+44111
'"Ilm.r04114414,
Subscribe For The Register
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